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DERIVED QUOT SCHEMES

BY IONUŢ CIOCAN-FONTANINE AND MIKHAIL KAPRANOV

ABSTRACT. – We construct a “derived” version of Grothendieck’sQuot scheme which is a dg-scheme,
i.e., an objectRQuot of a certain nonabelian right derived category of schemes. It has the property of
being manifestly smooth in an appropriate sense (whereas the usualQuot scheme is often singular). The
usual schemeQuot is obtained fromRQuot by degree 0 truncation. The construction ofRQuot can be
seen as realization of a part of the Derived Deformation Theory program, which proposes to replace all the
moduli spaces arising in geometry by their derived versions by retaining the information about all the higher
cohomology instead ofH1 in the classical theory. 2001 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

RÉSUMÉ. – On construit une version “dérivée” du schémaQuot de Grothendieck. C’est un dg-schéma,
i.e., un objetRQuot d’une certaine catégorie dérivée non-abélienne à droite des schémas usuels. Il est
toujours lisse en un sens convenable (tandis que le schémaQuot classique peut être singulier). On peut
obtenir le schémaQuot de RQuot par troncature en degré 0. La construction deRQuot peut être vue
comme réalisation d’une part du programme des déformations dérivées qui cherche à remplacer tous les
espaces de modules en géométrie par leurs versions dérivées qui font usage de la cohomologie supérieure,
même au niveau des espaces tangents qui en théorie traditionnelle s’interprètent comme certainsH1.  2001
Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

0. Introduction

0.1. A typical moduli problem in geometry is to construct a “space”H parametrizing, up to
isomorphism, objects of some given categoryZ (e.g., manifolds, vector bundles etc.). This can
be seen as a kind of a non-Abelian cohomology problem and the construction usually consists of
two steps of opposite nature, namely applying a left exact functor (A) followed by a right exact
functor (B):

(A) One finds a spaceZ of “cocycles” whose points parametrize objects ofZ equipped with
some extra structure. UsuallyZ is given inside a much simpler spaceC of “cochains” by explicit
equations, so formingZ is an inverse limit-type construction (hence left exact).

(B) One factorizesZ by the action of a group (or groupoid)B by identifying isomorphic
objects and setsH = Z/B. This is a direct limit-type construction, hence right exact.

Part (B) leads to well known difficulties which in algebraic geometry are resolved by using
the language of stacks. This can be seen as passing to the non-Abelian left derived functor of
(B). Indeed, an algebraic stack is a nonlinear analog of a complex of vector spaces situated in
degrees[−1,0] and, for example, the tangent “space” to a stack at a point is a complex of this
nature.

The step (A) may or may not be as clearly noticeable because points ofC have no meaning
from the point of view of the categoryZ. It is also very important, nevertheless, becauseC is
usually smooth, whileZ , and henceH , may be singular (even as a stack). For example, whenZ
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404 I. CIOCAN-FONTANINE AND M. KAPRANOV

consists of complex analytic vector bundles, we can takeZ to consist of integrablē∂-connections
on a given smooth bundle. ThenC consists of all∂̄-connections, integrable or not, which form
an infinite-dimensional affine space, but do not, in general, define holomorphic bundles.

0.2. The derived deformation theory (DDT) program, see [12,9,7], is a program of research
aimed at systematically resolving the difficulties related to singularities of the moduli spaces. It
is convenient to formulate its most important premises as follows:

(a) One should take the right derived functor in the step (A) as well, landing in an appropriate
“right derived category of schemes” whose objects (called dg-schemes) are nonlinear analogs of
cochain complexes situated in degrees[0,∞) and whose tangent spaces are indeed complexes of
this kind.

(b) The objectRZ obtained in this way, should be manifestly smooth in an appropriate sense
(so that the singular nature ofZ is the result of truncation).

(c) The correct moduli “space”LRH is the result of applying toRZ the (stack-theoretic)
left derived functor of (B). It should lie in a larger derived category of “dg-stacks” whose linear
objects are cochain complexes situated in degrees[−1,+∞). The tangent space toLRH at a
point corresponding to an objectX ∈ Z is a complex of this kind, and itsith cohomology space is
naturally identified to the(i+1)st cohomology space of the sheaf of infinitesimal automorphisms
ofX , thus generalizing the classical Kodaira–Spencer isomorphism to higher cohomology.

(d) All considerations in algebraic geometry which involve deformation to a generic almost
complex structure can and should be replaced by systematically working with the derived moduli
spaceLRH , its characteristic classes etc.

It is important not to confuse the putative dg-stacks of (c) with algebraicn-stacks as developed
by Simpson [22]: the latter serve as nonlinear analogs of cochain complexes situated in degrees
[−n,0].

0.3. In this paper we concentrate on taking the derived functor of the step (A) in the
framework of algebraic geometry. Classically, almost all constructions of moduli spaces in this
framework proceed via Hilbert schemes and their generalizations,Quot schemes, introduced
by Grothendieck [5], see [11,25] for detailed exposition. In many cases, the construction goes
simply by quotienting an appropriate part of theQuot scheme by an action of an algebraic group,
thus giving an algebraic stack. (Thus the schemeQuot plays the role ofZ in Section 0.1(A)).

The first step in constructing derived moduli spaces in algebraic geometry is, then, to construct
the derived version ofQuot . This is done in the present paper.

To recall the situation, letK be a field, letX be a projective scheme overK andF be a coherent
sheaf onX . The schemeQuot(F) can be viewed as parametrizing coherent subsheavesK⊂F :
to every suchK there corresponds aK-point [K] ∈Quot(F).

Assume thatK has characteristic 0. For each Hilbert polynomialh we construct a smooth
dg-manifold (see Section 2 for background)RQuoth(F) with the following properties:

(0.3.1) The degree 0 truncationπ0RQuoth(F)is identified withQuoth(F).
(0.3.2) If [K] is aK-point ofQuoth(F) corresponding to a subsheafK⊂F , then the tangent

spaceT •[K]RQuoth(F) is aZ+-graded cochain complex whose cohomology is given
by:

HiT •[K]RQuoth(F)� ExtiOX
(K,F/K).

Note that for the ordinary Quot scheme the tangent space is given by takingi= 0 in (0.3.2)
(i.e., byHomOX (K,F/K)). It is perfectly possible for the dimension of this Hom to jump in
families (which causes singularities ofQuot ) but the Euler characteristic of Ext’s is preserved
under deformations (which explains the smoothness ofRQuot).
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DERIVED QUOT SCHEMES 405

0.4. The derivedQuot scheme we construct is suitable for construction of the derived moduli
space of vector bundles. In the particular case of the Hilbert scheme, i.e.,F = OX , there is
another natural derived version,RHilbh(X), which is suitable for construction of derived moduli
spaces of algebraic varieties, (stable) maps etc. Its construction will be carried out in a sequel
to this paper [2]. To highlight the difference betweenRHilbh(X) andRQuoth(OX), take aK-
point ofHilbh(X) represented by a subschemeZ ⊂X with the sheaf of idealsJ ⊂OX . Then,
for smoothZ andX it will be shown in [2] that

HiT •[Z]RHilbh(X) =Hi(Z,NZ/X)

which is smaller thanExtiX(J ,OX/J ) = Exti+1
X (OZ ,OZ) which involves the cohomology of

the higher exterior powers of the normal bundle.

0.5. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give a background treatment of theQuot
schemes. If we viewQuot as an algebro-geometric instance of the spaceZ from Section 0.1(A),
then the role of the bigger spaceC is played by the ambient space of the Grassmannian embed-
ding ofQuot constructed by Grothendieck. We improve upon existing treatments by exhibiting
an explicit system of equations ofQuot in a product of Grassmannians (Theorem 1.4.1).

In Section 2 we make precise what we understand by the “right derived category of schemes”
in whichRQuot will lie. We develop the necessary formalism of smooth resolutions, homotopy
fiber products, etc.

In Section 3 we address a more algebraic problem: given an algebraA and a finite-dimensional
A-moduleM , construct the derived version of the space (called theA-Grassmannian) parame-
trizingA-submodules inM of the given dimension. This construction will serve as a springboard
for constructing the derivedQuot scheme.

Finally, in Section 4 we give the construction ofRQuot , using the approach of Section 3 and
Theorem 1.4.1 which allows us to identifyQuot with a version of theA-Grassmannian, but for
a graded module over a graded algebra. The main result of the paper is Theorem 4.3.2.

0.6. The first published reference for the DDT program seems to be the paper [12] by
M. Kontsevich, who gave an exposition of the ensuing “hidden smoothness philosophy” in a
lecture course in Berkeley in 1994. We are also aware of earlier unpublished suggestions of
P. Deligne and V. Drinfeld containing very similar basic ideas. We gladly acknowledge our
intellectual debt to our predecessors. We are also grateful to participants of the deformation
theory seminar at Northwestern, where this work originated and was reported. Both authors were
partially supported by NSF.

1. Grothendieck’s Quot scheme

1.1. Elementary properties

We recall briefly the definition and main properties of Grothendieck’sQuot scheme ([5], see
also [11,25] for detailed treatments). LetK be a field and letX be a projective scheme overK,
with a chosen very ample invertible sheafOX(1). For any coherent sheafG onX denote as usual
G(n) := G ⊗OX(n). TheHilbert polynomialhG of G is the polynomial inQ[t] defined by

hG(n) = χ
(
G(n)

)
.

By Serre’s vanishing theoremhG(n) = dimH0(X,G(n)) for n� 0.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



406 I. CIOCAN-FONTANINE AND M. KAPRANOV

Now fix a coherent sheafF onX , a polynomialh′ ∈Q[t], and seth := hF − h′. Informally
theQuot scheme can be thought of as a “Grassmannian of subsheaves inF ”; its closed points
are in 1–1 correspondence with

Subh(F) :=
{
K⊂F | hK = h

}
,

or, equivalently, with

Quoth′(F) := {F � G | hG = h′}/Aut(G).

The scheme structure reflects how quotients ofF vary in families. More precisely, for any
schemeS, let πX denote the canonical projectionX × S −→X . Grothendieck’s theorem then
states:

THEOREM 1.1.1. –There exists a projective schemeSubh(F) (or Quoth′(F)) such that for
any schemeS we have

Hom
(
S,Subh(F)

)
=
{
K⊂ π∗XF |

π∗XF/K is flat overS and has
relative Hilbert polynomialh′

}
.

Thus, in particular, we have theuniversal exact sequenceon Subh(F) × X , with S
corresponding to the identity mapSubh(F)→ Subh(F);

0−→S −→ π∗XF −→Q−→ 0.(1.1.2)

The following statement is obtained easily by takingS = Spec(K[x]/x2) in Theorem 1.1.1,
see [5, Cor. 5.3].

PROPOSITION 1.1.3. –Let [K] be theK-point in Subh(F) determined by a subsheafK ⊂F
with hK = h. Then the tangent space toSubh(F) at [K] is

T[K]Subh(F) = HomOX (K,F/K).

1.2. The Grassmannian embedding

Let W be a finite-dimensional vector space. ByG(k,W ) we denote the Grassmannian of
k-dimensional linear subspaces inW . Thus, to every such subspaceV ⊂W there corresponds
a point[V ] ∈G(k,W ). We denote bỹV the tautological vector bundle onG(k,W ) whose fiber
over[V ] is V . It is well known thatT[V ]G(k,W )�Hom(V,W/V ).

LetX,O(1) be as before. SetA :=
⊕

i�0H
0(X,OX(i)). This is a finitely generated graded

commutative algebra. For a coherent sheafG on X let Mod(G) =
⊕

iH
0(X,G(i)) be the

corresponding gradedA-module. Similarly, for a finitely generated gradedA-moduleM we
denote bySh(M) the coherent sheaf onX corresponding toM by localization.

If M is a gradedA-module, we denoteM�p the submodule consisting of elements of degree
at leastp. Similarly, for p� q we setM[p,q] =M�p/M�q to be the truncation ofM in degrees
[p, q].

Given finitely generated gradedA-modulesM,N we define

HomS(M,N) = lim
p→

Hom0
A(M�p,N�p),(1.2.1)

whereHom0
A is the set ofA-homomorphisms of degree0.
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Recall the classical theorem of Serre [21, Section 59].

THEOREM 1.2.2. –The categoryCoh(X) of coherent sheaves onX is equivalent to the
categoryS whose objects are finitely generated gradedA-modules and morphisms are given
by (1.2.1). More precisely, ifM,N are objects ofS, then

HomS(M,N) = HomOX

(
Sh(M),Sh(N)

)
.

Further, the limit in(1.2.1)is achieved for somep= p(M,N).

Part (a) of the following theorem is also due to Serre [21, §66].

THEOREM 1.2.3. – (a)For any coherent sheafG onX there exists an integerp= p(G) such
thatHj(X,G(r)) = 0 for all j > 0 and all r � p, and the multiplication map

H0
(
X,OX(i)

)
⊗H0

(
X,G(r)

)
−→H0

(
X,G(r+ i)

)
is surjective for alli� 0 and all r � p.

(b) The numberp in part (a) can be chosen uniformly with the above properties for all
subsheavesK of a fixed coherent sheafF on X with fixed Hilbert polynomialhK = h, and
for all respective quotientsF/K.

Part (b) is proved in [17, Lecture 14] or [25, Thm. 1.33]. More precisely, the discussion of [25]
is, strictly speaking, carried out only for the caseF = On

X . This, however, implies the case
F =OX(i)n for any i andn and then the case of an arbitraryF follows from this by taking a
surjectionOX(i)n→F .

In terms of the associated moduleN = Mod(G), part (a) means thatN�p is generated byNp
anddimNr = hG(r) for r � p.

Fix now a coherent sheafF and a polynomialh and pickp as in Theorem 1.2.3(b) which
is large enough so that the statements of (a) hold forF as well. Consider the universal exact
sequence (1.1.2). Forr � p, twisting byπ∗XOX(r) and pushing forward toSubh(F) produce an
exact sequence ofvector bundles

0−→ (πSub)∗S(r)−→Mr ⊗OSub −→ (πSub)∗Q(r)−→ 0,

with rank(πSub)∗S(r) = h(r), which in turn determines a map

αr :Subh(F)−→G
(
h(r),Mr

)
,(1.2.4)

Now Grothendieck’s Grassmannian embedding is as follows, cf. [5, Lemme 3.3].

THEOREM 1.2.5. –For r� 0 the mapαr identifiesSubh(F) with a closed subscheme of the
GrassmannianG(h(r),Mr).

1.3. TheA-Grassmannian

We now discuss a more elementary construction which can be seen as a finite-dimensional
analog of theQuot scheme.

Let A be an associative algebra overK (possibly without unit) and letM be a finite-
dimensional leftA-module. TheA-Grassmannian is the closed subschemeGA(k,M) ⊂
G(k,M) parameterizing thosek-dimensional subspaces which are leftA-submodules. It can
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408 I. CIOCAN-FONTANINE AND M. KAPRANOV

be defined as the (scheme-theoretic) zero locus of the canonical section

s ∈ Γ
(
G(k,M),Hom(A⊗K Ṽ ,M/Ṽ )

)
(1.3.1)

whose value over a point[V ] is the composition of theA-actionA⊗V →M with the projection
M →M/V . It follows that ifV is a submodule, then

T[V ]GA(k,M) = HomA(V,M/V )⊂HomK(V,M/V ) = T[V ]G(k,M).(1.3.2)

This is similar to Proposition 1.1.3.
Next, suppose thatM =

⊕
iMi is a finite-dimensionalZ-graded vector space, i.e., eachMi

is finite-dimensional andMi = 0 for almost alli. Let k = (ki) be a sequence of nonnegative
integers. We denoteG(k,M) =

∏
G(ki,Mi); in other words, this is the variety of graded

subspacesV =
⊕
Vi ⊂M such thatdim(Vi) = ki. As before, we denote by[V ] the point of

G(k,M) represented by a graded subspaceV , and denote bỹV =
⊕
Ṽi the tautological graded

vector bundle overG(k,M).
Let now A =

⊕
iAi be a Z-graded associative algebra andM =

⊕
iMi be a finite-

dimensional graded leftA-module, We have then the gradedA-GrassmannianGA(k,M) ⊂
G(k,M) parametrizing gradedA-submodulesV ⊂M . It can be defined as the common zero
locus of the natural sectionssij of the bundlesHom(Ai ⊗ Ṽj ,Mi+j/Ṽi+j). For a submoduleV
we have

T[V ]GA(k,M) = Hom0
A(V,M/V ),(1.3.3)

whereHom0
A means the set of homomorphisms of degree 0.

1.4. Quot as anA-Grassmannian

We specialize the considerations of Section 1.3 to the case

A=
⊕

H0
(
X,OX(i)

)
, M =

⊕
i

H0
(
X,F(i)

)
, F ∈Coh(X)

from Section 1.2. Letp > 0 be chosen as in Section 1.2. Forp� q the morphism

α[p,q] =
q∏

r=p

αr: Subh(F)→
q∏

r=p

G
(
h(r),Mr

)
=G(h,M[p,q])

takes values, by construction, in theA-GrassmannianGA(h,M[p,q]). The following result
extends Theorem 1.2.5 by providing explicit relations for the Grassmannian embedding ofQuot .
It seems not to be found in the literature. A related statement (which does not take into account
the nilpotents in the structure sheaves of the schemes involved and assumesF =OX ), is due to
Gotzmann [4, Bemerkung 3.3]. In his situation it is enough to takeq = p+ 1.

THEOREM 1.4.1. –For 0 � p� q the morphismα[p,q] :Subh(F) → GA(h,M[p,q]) is an
isomorphism.

First notice that we may assume thatK is algebraically closed. Before giving the proof of the
theorem, we need some preparations. To unburden the notation, forq � p set

Gq :=GA(h,M[p,q]).
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DERIVED QUOT SCHEMES 409

In particularGp =G(h(p),Mp), sinceM[p,p] =Mp has trivialA-module structure.
Forr � s� p, letϕrs :Gr −→Gs be the canonical projection. We have then aninverse system

of schemes

Gp Gp+1 · · · Gr · · · .(1.4.2)

LEMMA 1.4.3. –The projective limit of diagram(1.4.2)in the category of schemes exists and
is identified withSubh(F).

Proof. –We have to show that for any schemeS, a compatible system of mapsS −→ Gr ,
r � p, gives rise to a mapS −→ Subh(F). But such a system gives rise to a family (parametrized
by S) of gradedA-submodules ofM�p with Hilbert polynomial (in fact, even the Hilbert
function) equal toh, i.e., to a gradedA⊗OS-submoduleV ⊂M ⊗OS such that eachVi is a
projectiveOS-module (i.e., a vector bundle onS) of rankh(i). It follows that each(Mi⊗OS)/Vi
is projective, as anOS-module. Thus the gradedOS-module(M ⊗ OS)/V is flat (because it
is the union of projectiveOS-submodules(M ⊗OS)�p/V�p). By Serre’s theoremV gives a
subsheafK⊂ π∗F and the quotient sheafπ∗F/K, corresponding to theOS-flat gradedA⊗OS-
module(M ⊗OS)/V , is also flat overOS . Hence we get the required mapS −→ Subh(F). ✷

Recall that any morphismf :Y →Z of projective schemes has a well-defined image which is
a closed subschemeIm(f)⊂Z satisfying the usual categorical universal property.

With this understanding, for anyr � p, we consider the subschemẽGr of Gr defined by

G̃r :=
⋂
r′�r

Im{ϕr′r :Gr′ −→Gr}.(1.4.4)

Because of the Noetherian property, the intersections in (1.4.4) in fact stabilize.

LEMMA 1.4.5. –Together with the restrictions of the natural projections, the subschemes
G̃r form an inverse system of surjective maps with the same projective limitSubh(F) as the
system(1.4.2).

Proof. –This is a purely formal argument. We consider(Gr) and (G̃r) as pro-objects in
the category of schemes (see [6], Section 8) and will show that they are isomorphic in the
category of pro-objects. This will imply thatlim

←
G̃r exists and is isomorphic tolim

←
Gr . First, the

componentwise morphism of inverse systems(ur : G̃r→Gr) gives a morphism of pro-objects,
which we denoteu∗. Next, stabilization of the images implies that for everyr there is aq = q(r)
and a morphismvr :Gq(r)→ G̃r . These constitute a morphism of pro-objectsv∗ : (Gr)→ (G̃r),
which one checks is inverse tou∗. ✷

COROLLARY 1.4.6. –The projective system(G̃r) is constant. In particular, for anyr � p the
natural projectionϕ̃r :Subh(F)→ G̃r is an isomorphism.

Proof. –This follows from the previous two lemmas and Grothendieck’s Theorem 1.2.5 on
the Grassmannian embedding which can be formulated by saying thatϕ̃p :Subh(F)→ G̃p is an
isomorphism. ✷
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Proof of Theorem 1.4.1. –It follows from Lemmas 1.4.3 and 1.4.5 and Corollary 1.4.6 that we
have a commutative diagram

Subh(F)

G̃p G̃g+1
∼ · · ·∼ lim

←−
G̃r

∼

⋂ ⋂
||

Gp Gp + 1 · · · lim
←−

Gr

such that for everyr � p the induced mapSubh(F)→ G̃r is an isomorphism andα[p,r] factors

asSubh(F)→ G̃r ↪→Gr . Let q be such that for anyr � q

Im{ϕrp :Gr −→Gp}= G̃p
(∼= Subh(F)

)
.

For anA-submoduleV =
⊕r

i=p Vi of M[p,r] let ,V be theA-submodule ofM�p generated

by V . Let now W = Wp ∈ G̃p be a subspace ofMp. Since G̃p ∼= Subh(F) we have
W =H0(X,K(p)), for someK ⊂ F with hK = h. By our choice ofp, it follows that
,W =

⊕
i�pH

0(X,K(i)). ✷
LEMMA 1.4.7. –For r � q the set-theoretic fibreϕ−1

rp (W ) ⊂ Gr consists of the unique

K-point ( ,W )[p,r] := ,W ∩M[p,r].

Granting this for a moment, it follows that forr � q the mapϕrp is a bijection onK-points
ontoG̃p, and thereforeα[p,r] is also a bijection onK-points ontoGr =GA(h,M[p,r]). This gives
Theorem 1.4.1 at the level of sets. To prove it in general, consider the tautological family of
A-submodules ofM[p,r] overGA(h,M[p,r]) obtained by restricting the tautological vector sub-
bundle overG(h,M[p,r]). This determines (by pull-back toGA(h,M[p,r])×X and application of
the functor “,∗”) a family ofA-submodules ofM�p with Hilbert polynomial equal toh. The same
argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.4.3 gives then a mapβ[p,r] :GA(h,M[p,r]) −→ Subh(F)
which is easily seen to be an inverse forα[p,r].

Proof of Lemma 1.4.7. –Let V ∈GA(h,M[p,r]) be such thatV ∩Mp =W . Then ,W ⊂ ,V ⊂
M�p. SinceV is anA-submodule, it follows that( ,W )[p,r] ⊂ V . But for eachp � i � r the
dimension overK of the graded components of degreei of these last two modules is the same,
therefore( ,W )[p,r] = V . ✷

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.4.1.✷

2. The right derived category of schemes

In this section we develop the minimal necessary background suitable for taking right derived
functors on the category of schemes (which correspond to left derived functors on the category
of commutative algebras).
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2.1. Dg-vector spaces, algebras and modules

From now on we assume1 that the base fieldK has characteristic 0. By a complex (or dg-
vector space) we always mean a cochain complex, i.e., a graded vector spaceC with a differential
of degree+1. The grading of complexes will be always indicated in the superscript, to distinguish
it from other types of grading which may be eventually present (such as in Section 1.2 above).
If C is a complex anda ∈ Ci, we write ā= i. We also writeH(C) for the graded cohomology
space ofC andC# for the graded vector space obtained fromC by forgetting the differential.
A morphismf :C→D of complexes is called a quasiisomorphism ifH(f) :H(C)→H(D) is
an isomorphism.

Complexes form a symmetric monoidal categorydgVect with respect to the usual tensor
product and the symmetry operator given by the Koszul sign rule:a ⊗ b �→ (−1)āb̄b ⊗ a. By
an associative, resp. commutative dg-algebra we mean an associative, resp. commutative algebra
in dgVect . By a graded algebra we mean a dg-algebra with zero differential. Thus for every dg-
algebraA we have graded algebrasH(A),A#. Note that a graded commutative algebra in this
sense satisfiesab= (−1)āb̄ba.

Similar conventions and terminology will be used for dg-modules over a dg-algebraA (left or
right, if A is not commutative).

In this paper we will always consider (unless otherwise specified), only dg-algebrasA which
areZ−-graded, i.e., haveAi = 0 for i > 0.

The following remark, though obvious, is crucial for gluing commutative dg-algebras into
more global objects.

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. –If A is aZ−-graded associative dg-algebra andM is a left dg-module
overA, then eachd :M i→M i+1 isA0-linear.

LetA be an associative dg-algebra. A left dg-moduleM overA is called quasifree, ifM# is
free overA#, so as a graded module,M =A⊗K E

•, whereE• is some graded vector space of
generators.

Let M,N be left dg-modules overA. Morphisms of dg-modulesM → N are degree 0
cocycles in the cochain complexHom•A(M,N) which consists of allA-linear morphisms and
whose differential is given by the commutation with the differentials inM,N . Two morphisms
f, g :M →N are called homotopic, if they are cohomologous as cocycles, i.e., if there exists a
morphisms :M →N [−1] of A#-modules such thatdNs+ sdM = f − g.

PROPOSITION 2.1.2. –Let M,N be twoZ−-graded left dg-modules overA, and suppose
thatM is quasifree andN is acyclic in degrees< 0. Letf, g :M →N be dg-morphisms which
induce the same morphismH0(M)→H0(N). Thenf is homotopic tog.

Proof. –This is a standard inductive construction and is left to the reader. In fact, in Proposition
3.6.4 we give a less trivial, nonlinear version of this construction and spell out the proof in full
detail. The reader can easily adapt that proof to the present linear situation.✷

COROLLARY 2.1.3. –If M is a quasifree dg-module overA which is bounded from above
and which is exact with respect to its differential, thenM is contractible, i.e., its identity map is
homotopic to0.

Proof. –By shifting the degree we can assume thatM is Z−-graded. Then apply Proposi-
tion 2.1.2 toM =N and tof = IdM , g = 0. ✷

1 The reasons for the characteristic 0 assumptions are the standard ones in the theory of dg-algebras [13,19].
For example, the construction of M-homotopies in Section 3.6 requires taking anti-derivatives of polynomials with
coefficients inK.
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COROLLARY 2.1.4. –A quasiisomorphismf :M → N of quasifree, bounded from above
dg-modules overA, is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. –Consider the dg-moduleCone(f). It is acyclic, quasifree and bounded from above,
so contractible by Corollary 2.1.3. This implies our statement.✷

COROLLARY 2.1.5. –In the situation of Corollary2.1.4, the dual morphism

f∗ :HomA(N,A)→HomA(M,A)

is a quasiisomorphism.

Proof. –As f is a homotopy equivalence, so isf∗, because homotopies are inherited under
functorial constructions on modules such asHomA(−,A). ✷
2.2. Dg-schemes

DEFINITION 2.2.1. – (a) By a dg-scheme we mean a pairX = (X0,O•X), whereX0 is an
ordinary scheme andO•X is a sheaf of (Z−-graded) commutative dg-algebras onX0 such that
O0
X =OX0 and eachOi

X is quasicoherent overO0
X .

(b) A morphismf :X → Y of dg-schemes is just a morphism of (dg-) ringed spaces, i.e.,
a morphismf0 : X0 → Y 0 of schemes together with a morphism of sheaves of dg-algebras
f∗0O•Y →O•X . The category of dg-schemes will be denoted bydgSch .

By a graded scheme we mean a dg-schemeX in which O•X has trivial differential. Any
ordinary scheme will be considered as a dg-scheme with trivial grading and differential.

By Proposition 2.1.1, for a dg-schemeX eachd :Oi
X → Oi+1

X is OX0 -linear and hence
Hi(O•X) are quasicoherent sheaves onX0. We define the “degree 0 truncation” ofX to be
the ordinary scheme

π0(X) = SpecH0(O•X)⊂X0.(2.2.2)

The notation is chosen to suggest analogy with homotopy groups in topology. Note that for any
ordinary schemeS we have

HomdgSch(S,X) = HomSch

(
S,π0(X)

)
.(2.2.3)

Note also that eachHi(O•X) can be regarded as a quasicoherent sheaf onπ0(X). We have then
two graded schemes naturally associated toX :

X# =
(
X0,O•X,#

)
, Xh =

(
π0(X),H•(O•X)

)
.(2.2.4)

A morphism f :X → Y of dg-schemes will be called a quasiisomorphism if the induced
morphism of graded schemesfh :Xh→ Yh is an isomorphism. We denote byDSch the category
obtained fromdgSch by inverting all quasiisomorphisms and call it the (right) derived category
of schemes. It is suitable for taking right derived functors on schemes (which correspond to left
derived functors at the level of commutative algebras).

Example2.2.5. – (a) IfA• is a commutativeZ−-graded dg-algebra, we have a dg-scheme
X = Spec(A•) defined as follows. The schemeX0 is Spec(A0), and the sheafOi

X is the
quasicoherent sheaf onSpec(A0) associated to theA0-moduleAi. A dg-schemeX having the
form Spec(A•) will be called affine. We will also writeA• = K[X ] and callA the coordinate
(dg-) algebra ofX .
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(b) In particular, ifE• is aZ+-graded complex of finite-dimensional vector spaces, we have
the dg-scheme|E| = SpecS(E∗), which is “the linear dg-spaceE• considered as a scheme”.
We will extend this notation as follows. LetF • be aZ−-graded complex of possibly infinite-
dimensional vector spaces. Then we write|F ∗| = SpecS(F ). We will use this notation for
ungraded vector spaces as well.

DEFINITION 2.2.6. – A dg-schemeX is said to be of finite type, ifX0 is a scheme of finite
type, and eachOi

X is coherent, as a sheaf onX0. We say thatX is (quasi) projective if it is of
finite type andX0 is (quasi)projective in the usual sense.

2.3. Dg-sheaves

We now globalize the usual theory of dg-modules over a dg-algebra [8,16].

DEFINITION 2.3.1. – A quasicoherent (dg)-sheaf on a dg-schemeX is a sheafF• ofO•X -dg-
modules such that everyF i is quasicoherent overOX0 . If X is of finite type, we shall say that
a quasicoherent sheafF• is coherent, if eachF i is coherent overOX0 and if F• is bounded
above, i.e.,F i = 0 for i� 0.

If F is a quasicoherent dg-sheaf onX , we have graded sheavesF# on X# andH•(F•)
onXh.

Morphisms of quasicoherent dg-sheavesF•→G• and homotopies between such morphisms
are defined in the obvious way, cf. Section 2.1.

A morphismF• → G• is called a quasiisomorphism, if the induced morphism of graded
sheavesH•(F•)→H•(G•) is an isomorphism.

We denote byDQCohX (resp.DQCoh−X ) the derived category of quasicoherent dg-sheaves
(resp. of bounded above quasicoherent dg-sheaves) onX . Its objects are dg-sheaves of the
described kind and morphisms are obtained by first passing to homotopy classes of morphisms
and then localizing the resulting category by quasiisomorphisms. Similarly, ifX is of finite type,
we haveDCohX , the derived category of coherent dg-sheaves. These are triangulated categories
naturally associated toX .

If S is an ordinary scheme, by a graded vector bundle we mean a graded sheafE• of
OS-modules such that eachEi is locally free of finite rank.

DEFINITION 2.3.2. – LetX be a dg-scheme of finite type. A dg-vector bundle onX is a
coherent dg-sheafF• such that locally, on the Zariski topology ofX0, the graded sheafF•# of
O•X,#-modules is isomorphic toO•X,# ⊗OX0 E

• whereE• is a graded vector bundle onX0

bounded from above.

If X0 is connected, the sequencer = {ri}= {rk(Ei)} is uniquely defined byF• and is called
the graded rank ofF•. We say thatF• has bounded rank, ifri = 0 for i� 0. In this case
F∗ =HomO•

X
(F•,O•X) is again a dg-vector bundle of bounded rank.

Notation 2.3.3. – IfA is a quasicoherent sheaf ofZ−-graded dg-algebras on a dg-schemeX ,
then we have a dg-schemeSpec(A)→X . If F• is a dg-vector bundle onX with ri(F•) = 0
for i < 0, then the symmetric algebraS(F∗) is Z−-graded and we denote|F•|= Spec(S(F∗)).
Similarly, if F• is a dg-vector bundle withri = 0 for i > 0, we write|F∗|= Spec(S(F•)).

We now establish the existence of good resolutions of dg-sheaves by vector bundles. The
following fact is well known (part (a) is in fact true for any schemeS which can be embedded
as a closed subscheme into a smooth algebraic scheme, see [3] §B.8, and part (b) follows from
it).
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LEMMA 2.3.4. –LetS be a quasiprojective scheme. Then:
(a)For any coherent sheafF onS there exist a vector bundleE and a surjectionE→F .
(b) For any quasicoherent sheafF on S there exist anOS-flat quasicoherent sheafE and a

surjectionE →F .

PROPOSITION 2.3.5. –LetX be a quasiprojective dg-scheme and letF• be a quasicoherent
dg-sheaf onX which is bounded from above. Then:

(a)F• is quasiisomorphic to a quasicoherent dg-sheafE•, still bounded above and such that
E# is flat overOX#.

(b) If F• is coherent, it is quasiisomorphic to a vector bundle.

Proof. –Standard inductive argument, using, at each step, Lemma 2.3.4 and a dg-module of
the formO•X ⊗OX0 E whereE is a flatOX0 -sheaf or a vector bundle, cf. [16], §7.1.1.✷
2.4. Derived tensor product

LetX be a dg-scheme. AsO•X is a sheaf of commutative dg-algebras, we can form the tensor
productF• ⊗O•

X
G• of any quasicoherent dg-sheaves. We will need the derived functor of the

tensor product as well.

PROPOSITION 2.4.1. –Let E•,G• be quasicoherent, bounded from above, dg-sheaves on a
dg-schemeX and suppose thatE# is flat overOX#. Then we have the converging(Eilenberg–
Moore) spectral sequence of sheaves onX0

E2 = T orH
•(OX)
•

(
H•(E•),H•(G•)

)
⇒H•(E• ⊗O•

X
G•).

Assuming this proposition, we can make the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.4.2. – LetX be a quasiprojective dg-scheme andF•,G• be quasicoherent dg-
sheaves onX bounded above. The derived tensor productF•⊗LO•

X
G• is, by definition, the usual

tensor productE•⊗O•
X
G• whereE• is any resolution ofF• which is bounded above and#-flat.

The existence of the resolution is given by Proposition 2.3.5, the independence of the
resolution by Proposition 2.4.1.

PROPOSITION 2.4.3. –In the situation of Definition2.4.2, we have the two converging
Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences

E1 = T orOX#
• (F#,G#)⇒H•

(
F• ⊗LO•

X
G•
)
,

E2 = T orH
•(OX)
•

(
H•(F•),H•(G•)

)
⇒H•

(
F• ⊗LO•

X
G•
)
.

Propositions 2.4.1–2.4.3 are obtained by globalizing the known statements about dg-modules
over a dg-algebra, see, e.g., [16] §7.1.1. Compared toloc. cit. however, our class of algebras is
more restricted and our class of resolutions is more general, so we indicate the main steps.

LetA be aZ−-graded commutative dg-algebra andP,Q be two dg-modules overA bounded
above. Then we have anad hoc definition of the derived tensor product based on the bar-
resolution

BarA(P ) = {· · ·→A⊗K A⊗K P →A⊗K P}
qis−→ P.(2.4.4)

More precisely,BarA(P ) is the total complex of the double complex inside the braces; denote
by BariA(P ), i� 0, theith column of this double complex, i.e.,A⊗(−i+1) ⊗ P . This resolution
satisfies the following properties:
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PROPOSITION 2.4.5. – (a)BarA(P )# is a freeA#-module.
(b) If P → P ′ is a quasiisomorphism of dg-modules bounded from above, then

BarA(P )→ BarA(P ′)

is a quasiisomorphism.
(c)H•(BariA(M)) = BariH•(A)(H

•(M)).

Proof. –(a) is obvious; (b) follows by a spectral sequence argument (legitimate since the
complexes are bounded from above) and (c) follows from the Künneth formula.✷

We define the ad hoc derived tensor product to be

P �AQ= BarA(P )⊗AQ= {· · ·→ P ⊗K A⊗K Q→ P ⊗K Q}.(2.4.6)

As before, this is in fact really the total complex of a double complex whose vertical differential
is induced bydP , dA, dQ and the horizontal one by the structure ofA-modules onP,Q. So the
standard spectral sequence of this double complex gives us the first Eilenberg–Moore spectral
sequence in the form

E1 = TorA#
• (P#,Q#) ⇒ H•(P �A Q).(2.4.7)

COROLLARY 2.4.8. –If F → P is a quasiisomorphism withF bounded above andF# flat
overA#, thenP �A Q is quasiisomorphic to the usual tensor productF ⊗A Q. In particular,
F ⊗AQ is independent on the choice of a#-flat resolutionF → P .

Part (c) of Proposition 2.4.5 gives the second Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence in the form

E2 = TorH
•(A)
•

(
H•(P ),H•(Q)

)
⇒ H•(P �A Q).(2.4.9)

COROLLARY 2.4.10. –If P# is flat overA#, then we have a spectral sequence converging to
the ordinary tensor product

E2 = TorH
•(A)
•

(
H•(P ),H•(Q)

)
⇒ H•(P ⊗A Q).

Proposition 2.4.1 follows from (2.4.10) by gluing together the spectral sequences correspond-
ing to A = Γ(U,O•X) for affine openU ⊂ X0. At the same time, we get the second spectral
sequence in Proposition 2.4.3. As for the first spectral sequence, it follows by gluing together the
spectral sequence obtained from (2.4.7), Corollary 2.4.8 and the definition of⊗L.

2.5. Dg-manifolds and tangent complexes

DEFINITION 2.5.1. – A dg-schemeM is called smooth (or a dg-manifold) if the following
conditions hold:

(a)M0 is a smooth algebraic variety.
(b) Locally on Zariski topology ofM0, we have an isomorphism of graded algebras

O•M# � SOM0

(
Q−1 ⊕Q−2 ⊕ · · ·

)
,

whereQ−i are vector bundles (of finite rank) onM0.
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An equivalent way of expressing (b) is that every truncationO�−d
M# is locally, onM0

isomorphic to the similar truncation of a free graded-commutativeOM0 -algebra with finitely
many generators in each degree.

The graded vector bundleQ•M =
⊕

i�−1Q
i
M from (b) can be defined globally as the bundle

of primitive elements:

Q•M =O�−1
M

/(
O�−1
M

)2
,(2.5.2)

but we do not have a natural embeddingQ•M →O•M .
Thedimensionof a dg-manifoldM is the sequencedim(M) = {di(M)}i�0 where

d0(M) = dim
(
M0
)
, di(M) = rk

(
Q−iM

)
, i > 0.(2.5.3)

Thecotangent dg-sheafΩ1•
M of M is defined, as in the commutative case, as the target of the

universal derivationδ :O•M →Ω1•
M . The proof of the following proposition is standard.

PROPOSITION 2.5.4. –Ω1•
M is Z−-graded coherent sheaf, which is a vector bundle of rank

{ri = d−i(M)}i�0.

We have thetangent dg-sheafT •M defined as usual via derivations

T •M = DerK(O•M ,O•M ) =HomO•
M

(
Ω1•
M ,O•M

)
.(2.5.5)

This is a quasicoherent sheaf of dg-Lie algebras onM . Its differential is given by the commutator
with the differential inO•M . It is coherent if and only ifdi(M) = 0 for i � 0. Further, if
x∈M(K) = π0(M)(K) is aK-point, thetangent dg-spacetoM atx is defined by

T •xM = DerK(O•M ,Kx) = T •M ⊗O•
M

Kx.(2.5.6)

HereKx is the 1-dimensionalO•M -dg-module corresponding tox. Similarly, we can define the
tangent space at anyF-point ofπ0(M), whereK⊂ F is a field extension. We will sometimes use
the following suggestive “topological” notation:

πi(M,x) =H−i(T •xM), i < 0.(2.5.7)

One justification of it is given by the following remark.

PROPOSITION 2.5.8. –Let F be an extension ofK andx be anF-point ofx. Any choice of a
formal coordinate system onM nearx gives rise to a structure of a homotopy Lie algebra[24]
on the shifted tangent dg-spaceT •xM [−1]. In particular, at the level of cohomology we have well
defined “Whitehead products”

[−,−] :πi(M,x)⊗F πj(M,x)→ πi+j−1(M,x)

makingπ•+1(M,x) into a graded Lie algebra overF.

This statement, see, e.g., [9, Prop. 1.2.2], is in fact equivalent to the very definition of
a homotopy Lie algebra and should be regarded as being as old as this definition. More
precisely [24], ifg• is a graded vector space, a structure of a homotopy Lie algebra ong• is the
same as a continuous derivationD of the completed symmetric algebrâS•(g∗[−1]) satisfying
D2 = 0 (so (Ŝ•(g∗[−1]),D) serves as the cochain complex ofg•). If we takeg• = T •xM [−1],
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then the completed local rinĝO•M,x with its natural differentiald, serves as a cochain complex

for g•: a choice of formal coordinates identifies it witĥS•(g∗[−1]).
These two Lie algebra structures (one on the tangent sheaf, the other on its shifted fiber) will

be related in Example 2.7.9.
As usual, any morphismf :M → N of dg-manifolds induces a morphism of coherent

dg-sheavesd∗f :f∗Ω1•
N → Ω1•

M and for anyx ∈M(F) = π0(M)(F), a morphism of complexes
dxf :T •xM → T •f(x)N . These morphisms of complexes fit together into a morphism of
quasicoherent dg-sheavesdf :T •M → f∗T •N .

The equivalence (i)⇔(ii) in the following proposition (see [9, Prop. 1.2.3]) can be seen as an
analog of the Whitehead theorem in topology.

PROPOSITION 2.5.9. – (a)Letf :M →N be a morphism of dg-manifolds. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

(i) f is a quasiisomorphism.
(ii) The morphism of schemesπ0(f) :π0(M) → π0(N) is an isomorphism, and for any

field extensionK ⊂ F and anyF-point x of M the differentialdxf induces an isomorphism
πi(M,x)→ πi(N,f(x)) for all i < 0.

(iii) π0(f) is an isomorphism andd∗f :f∗Ω1•
N → Ω1•

M is a quasiisomorphism of coherent
dg-sheaves onM .

(b) If any of these conditions is satisfied, thendf :T •M → f∗T •N is a quasiisomorphism.

Proof. –We first establish the equivalences in (a).
(ii)⇒ (i) To show thatf is a quasiisomorphism, it is enough to prove that for any field

extensionF ⊃ K and anyx ∈ π0(M)(F) the mapf̂∗Ô•N,f(x) → Ô•M,x which f induces on

the completed local dg-algebras, is a quasiisomorphism. For that, notice thatÔ•M,x has a
filtration whose quotients are the symmetric powers of the cotangent dg-spaceT ∗xM . So if f
gives a quasiisomorphism of tangent dg-spaces, we find thatf̂∗ induces quasiisomorphisms on
the quotients of the natural filtrations. The proof is accomplished now by invoking a spectral
sequence argument, which is legitimate (i.e., the spectral sequences converge) because the
dg-algebras in question areZ�0-graded.

(iii) ⇒ (ii) Since d∗f is a quasiisomorphism of dg-vector bundles, it induces, by taking the
tensor product withFx, a quasiisomorphism on the fiber at eachx ∈M(K). The fibers ofΩ1•

M

andf∗Ω1•
N at x are just the complexes dual toT •xM andT •f(x)N ; in particular, they are finite-

dimensional in each degree. Thus the dual map, which isdxf , is a quasiisomorphism as well.
(i)⇒ (iii) It is enough to show that the morphismd∗f :f−1Ω1•

N →Ω1•
M is a quasiisomorphism.

Indeed, knowing this, (iii) is obtained by applying the functor−⊗f−1O•
N
O•M (to pass fromf−1

to f∗) and invoking the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence and the fact thatf−1O•N →O•M
is a quasiisomorphism. Since we can work locally, all we need to prove is a statement about
dg-algebras. We call a commutative dg-algebra smooth if its spectrum is an affine dg-manifold.

LEMMA 2.5.10. –If φ :A→ B is a quasiisomorphism of smoothZ−-graded commutative
dg-algebras, thendφ :Ω1•

A →Ω1•
B is a quasiisomorphism of complexes.

Proof. –This is a standard application of the theory of Harrison homology, cf. [14, §4.2.10].
The Harrison chain complex is

Harr•(A,A) = FCoLie(A[−1])⊗A
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where FCoLie stands for the free graded coLie algebra generated by a graded vector space.2 It
satisfies the following properties:

(a) Harr•(A,A) is covariantly functorial inA and its dependence onA is exact (takes
quasiisomorphisms to quasiisomorphisms).

(b) If A is smooth anddA = 0, thenHarr•(A,A) is quasiisomorphic toΩ1•
A .

Part (a) is obvious from the tensor nature of the functor FCoLie. Part (b) can be proved in the
same way as for ordinary (not dg) smooth algebras: by realizingHarr•(A,A) as indecomposable
elements in the Hochschild complex and using the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem,
see [14, Thm. 3.4.4]. ✷

This concludes the proof of part (a) of Proposition 2.5.9. To prove (b), it is enough to work
locally, so assumeM = Spec(A) is affine. Then we viewd∗f : f∗Ω1•

N → Ω1•
M as a morphism of

dg-modules overA, and we know that is a quasiisomorphism. By further localizing onSpec(A0),
we can assume thatA0 is a local ring. Then, projective modules overA0 being free, we have
that bothf∗Ω1•

N andΩ1•
M are quasifree dg-modules overA. Hence, by Corollary 2.1.5, the dual

morphism tod∗f , i.e.,df : T •M → f∗T •N is a quasiisomorphism as well.✷
2.6. Existence of smooth resolutions

A morphism of dg-schemesf :X → Y will be called a closed embedding, iff0 :X0 → Y 0

is a closed embedding of schemes and the structure morphism of sheaves of dg-algebras
f∗0O•Y →O•X is surjective.

THEOREM 2.6.1. – (a)For any quasiprojective dg-schemeX there is a dg-manifoldM and a
quasiisomorphic closed embeddingX ↪→M .

(b) Given any two embeddingsX ↪→M , X ↪→ N as in (a), they can be complemented by
quasiisomorphic closed embeddingsM ↪→ L,N ↪→ L for some dg-manifoldL so that the natural
square is commutative.

Proof. –(a)⇒(b). GivenM,N , we set

Y =M ∪X N =
(
M0 ∪X0 N0, O•M ×O•

X
O•N
)
.

Then we have a diagram as required except thatY may be not smooth. To amend this, it suffices
to embedY into a dg-manifoldL as in (a).

(a) This is a version of the standard fact asserting the existence of a free resolution for a
Z−-graded dg-algebra, see, e.g., [1] §4.7. IfX is affine, then this fact indeed implies what we
need.

In the general case, letX = (X0,O•X) be given. AsX0 is a quasiprojective scheme, we can
choose its embedding into aPn as a locally closed subscheme. TakeM0 to be an open subset in
Pn such thatX0 is closed inM0. We then constructO•M by induction as the union of sheaves of
dg-subalgebras

OM0 =O•0 ⊂O•1 ⊂O•2 ⊂ · · ·
such that:

(1) O•i is obtained fromO•i−1 by adding a vector bundle of generators in degree(−i).
(2) We have a compatible system of algebra morphismsp(i) :O•i → O•X so that eachp(i)

is bijective onHj for −i + 1 � j � 0 and surjective on the sheaf ofjth cocycles for
−i� j � 0. ✷

2 Since the primitive elements in a free tensor coalgebra give the free coLie algebra, this description coincides with the
more traditional one which gives the Harrison complex as the primitive elements in the Hochschild complex ofA.
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The following elementary lemma shows that surjectivity on cocycles implies surjectivity
on graded components and therefore the map we will construct in this way will be a closed
embedding.

LEMMA 2.6.2. –Let φ :C• → D• be a quasiisomorphism of complexes of vector spaces
which is surjective on cocycles. Then eachφi :Ci→Di is surjective.

The inductive construction of theO•i follows the standard pattern of “imitating the procedure
of attaching cells to kill homotopy groups” ([19], p. 256, see also [1], §4.7) except that we use
Lemma 2.3.4 to produce a vector bundle of generators. We leave the details to the reader.

2.7. Smooth morphisms

We now relativize the above discussion.

DEFINITION 2.7.1. – LetM,N be dg-schemes of finite type. A morphismf :M → N is
called smooth, if the following two conditions hold:

(a) The underlying morphismf0 :M0→N0 of ordinary schemes is smooth.
(b) Locally, on the Zariski topology ofM0, we have an isomorphism of graded algebras

O•M# � SM0(Q•)⊗ f∗0O•N#,

whereQ• =
⊕

i�−1Q
i is a graded vector bundle onM0.

As before, for a smooth morphism we can always globally define the graded bundle

Q•M/N =
(
O�−1
M#

/(
O�−1
M#

)2)⊗f∗
0O•

N#
O•M ,(2.7.2)

but it embeds intoO•M only locally. We also have the relative cotangent dg-sheafΩ1•
M/N which

is aZ−-graded vector bundle and the relative tangent dg-sheaf

T •(M/N) = Der•
f−1
0 O•

N

(O•M ,O•M ) =HomO•
M

(
Ω1•
M/N ,O•M

)
.(2.7.3)

This is a quasicoherent dg-sheaf.
Letx :N →M be a section off (i.e., anN -point of anN -dg-schemeM ). Then we define the

tangent dg-space (or bundle) toM/N at (or along)x as

T •x (N/M) = x∗T •(N/M) = x∗0T
•(N/M)⊗x∗

0O•
M
O•N .(2.7.4)

This is a quasicoherent dg-sheaf onN .

Remarks2.7.5. – (a) As in (2.5.7), one can show thatT •x (M/N)[−1] is a “sheaf of homotopy
Lie algebras” onN ; in particular, its cohomologyH•T •x (M/N)[−1] is naturally a sheaf of
graded Lie algebras. Indeed, the role of the “cochain complex” ofT •x (M/N)[−1] is played by
Ô•M,x the completion ofO•M along the subschemex(N).

(b) Globally it may be impossible to identifŷO•M,x with the symmetric algebra of
T •x (M/N)[−1] and the corresponding obstruction gives rise to another Lie algebra-type
structure, present even whenM,N are ordinary (not dg) schemes. More precisely, the obstruction
to splitting the second infinitesimal neighborhood gives rise to a version of the Atiyah class:

α ∈H1
(
N0,Hom

(
S2T •x (M/N)[−1], T •x (M/N)

)
[−1]

)
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which formally satisfies the Jacobi identity, as an element of an appropriate operad. This
generalizes the main observation of [10, Thm 3.5.1], which corresponds to the case whenN =X
is an ordinary manifold,M =X ×X andx is the diagonal map.

The following smoothing statement can be regarded as a rudiment of a closed model structure
in the category of dg-schemes.

THEOREM 2.7.6. –Let f :M →N be any morphism of quasiprojective dg-schemes. Thenf

can be factored asM
i
↪→ M̃

f̃→ N , wherei is a quasiisomorphic closed embedding andf̃ is
smooth. Any two such factorizations can be included into a third one.

Proof. –We embedM0 intoN0×Pn. Then take for̃M0 an open subset inN0×Pn such that
M0 is closed inM̃0. Then the procedure is the same as outlined in Theorem 2.6.1 forN = pt. ✷

A diagramM
i
↪→ M̃

f̃→ N as in Theorem 2.7.6 will be called a smooth resolution of
f :M →N .

The following is a relative version of a part of Proposition 2.5.9, proved in the same way.

PROPOSITION 2.7.7. –Let

M1

f1

q
M2

f2

N

be a commutative triangle withfi, i= 1,2, smooth andq a quasiisomorphism. Then

dq :T •(M1/N)→ q∗T •(M2/N)

and

d∗q : q∗Ω1•
M2/N

→Ω1•
M1/N

are quasiisomorphisms.

DEFINITION 2.7.8. – The derived relative tangent complex of a morphismf :M → N of
quasiprojective dg-schemes is, by definition,

RT •(M/N) = T •(M̃/N),

wheref̃ :M̃ →N is any smooth resolution off . This is a sheaf of dg-Lie algebras oñM .

Proposition 2.7.7 guarantees thatRT •(M/N) is well defined up to quasiisomorphism.

Example2.7.9. – LetM = {x} be aK-point ofN andf be the embedding of this point. Then
the derived relative tangent complexRT •({x}/N) is quasiisomorphic to the shifted tangent
complexT •xN [−1]. This can be seen by taking for̃M the spectrum of a Koszul resolution of
Kx on an affine open dg-submanifoldU ⊂N containingx. The presence of the Lie bracket on
T •(M̃/N) = RT •({x}/N) provides an alternative explanation of the presence of a homotopy
Lie algebra structure onT •xN [−1].
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2.8. Derived fiber products

Let fi :Mi → N be morphisms of dg-schemes,i = 1,2. The fiber productM1 ×N M2 is
defined as follows. First, we form the fiber product of underlying ordinary schemes:

M0
1 ×N0 M0

2

g1,0

g2,0
M0

2

f2,0

M0
1 f1,0

N0

and define

M1 ×N M2 =
(
M0

1 ×N0 M0
2 , g

−1
2,0O•M2

⊗(f1,0g1,0)−1O•
N
g−1
1,0O•M1

)
,

so that we have the natural square

M1 ×N0 M2

g1

g2
M2

f2

M1
f1

N0

(2.8.1)

The following fact is clear.

PROPOSITION 2.8.2. –If f2 is a smooth morphism, then so isg1.

The fiber (or preimage) is a particular case of this construction. More precisely, letf :M →N
be a morphism andy ∈N(K) be a point. The fiberf−1(y) is the fiber productM ×N {y}. If f
is a smooth morphism, thenf−1(y) is a dg-manifold. Suppose further thatM,N andf are all
smooth. Then we have the Kodaira–Spencer map

κ :T •yN [−1]→RΓ
(
f−1(y), T •f−1(y)

)
(2.8.3)

which is, as in the standard case, obtained from the short exact sequence

0→ T •(M/N)→ T •M → f∗T •N → 0

by tensoring overO•M with O•f−1(y) and using the adjunction.

Remark2.8.4. – Note that both the source and target ofκ possess a homotopy Lie algebra
structure: the source by Proposition 2.5.8, the target as the direct image of a sheaf of dg-Lie
algebras. In fact, it can be shown thatκ is naturally a homotopy morphism of homotopy Lie
algebras. In particular, the graded Lie algebraπ•+1(N,y) acts on the hypercohomology space
H•(f−1(y),O•) in a way remindful of the monodromy action of a fundamental group. We
postpone further discussion to a more detailed exposition of the basics of the theory, to be
completed at a future date.

Note that a smooth morphism is flat (this is proved in the same way as for the case of usual
schemes). Therefore Proposition 2.4.1 implies the following.
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PROPOSITION 2.8.5. –Suppose that in the fiber product diagram(2.8.1) the morphismf1
(and henceg2) is smooth. Then we have a converging(Eilenberg–Moore) spectral sequence of
quasicoherent sheaves of graded algebras onM0:

E2 = T or (f10g10)−1H•(O•
N )

•
(
g−1
1 H•(O•M1

), g−1
2 H•(OM2)

)
⇒ H•(O•M1×NM2

).

DEFINITION 2.8.6. – The derived (or homotopy) fiber productM1 ×RN M2 is defined as
M̃1 ×N M2 wheref̃1 :M̃1→N is a smooth resolution of the morphismf1.

LEMMA 2.8.7. –The definition ofM1×RNM2 is independent, up to quasiisomorphism, of the
choice of a smooth resolution off .

Proof. –It is enough to show that whenever we have a diagram

M̃1

f̃1

q
↪→ M̃ ′1

f̃ ′
1

N

with q a quasiisomorphism and̃f1, f̃ ′1 smooth, the induced morphism

M̃1 ×N M2→ M̃ ′1 ×N M2

is a quasiisomorphism. For this notice that we have a morphism from the Eilenberg–
Moore spectral sequence calculatingH•(O•

M̃1×NM2
) to the similar sequence calculating

H•(O•
M̃ ′

1×NM2
) and this morphism is an isomorphism onE2 terms. ✷

We can now formulate the final form of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences for the
derived fiber products.

PROPOSITION 2.8.8. –Suppose a square of quasiprojective dg-schemes

M
g2

g1

M2

f2

M1
f1

N

is homotopy cartesian, i.e., the natural morphismM →M1×RNM2 is a quasiisomorphism. Then
we have the two convergent spectral sequences of sheaves of algebras onM0:

E1 = T or
(f1,0g1,0)−1(O•

N#)
•

(
g−1
1 O•M1#, g

−1
2 O•M2#

)
⇒ H•(O•M ),

E2 = T or (f1,0g1,0)−1(H•(O•
N ))

•
(
g−1
1 H•(O•M1

), g−1
2 H•(O•M2

)
)
⇒ H•(O•M ).

Remark2.8.9. – More generally, one can define the derived fiber product for any morphisms
fi :Mi→N of arbitrary dg-schemes (not necessarily quasiprojective or of finite type). But we
need to assume that at least one of thefi can be quasiisomorphically replaced by a#-flat
morphismM̃i→N . This is the case, for example, whenfi is an affine morphism (use the relative
bar-resolution).
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Examples2.8.10. – (a)Derived intersection.If Y,Z are closed subschemes of a quasiprojec-
tive dg-schemeX , then the derived intersectionY ∩R Z is defined as the derived fiber product
of Y andZ overX . If X,Y,Z are ordinary (not dg) schemes, then the cohomology sheaves of
O•Y ∩RZ are theT orOX

i (OY ,OZ), see [12], n. (1.4.2).
(b) Homotopy fibers. Given any morphismf :M →N of quasiprojective dg-schemes and any

pointy ∈N(K), we have the homotopy fiberRf−1(y) := f̃−1(y) wheref̃ is a smooth resolution
of f . Note that forN smooth (andf arbitrary) we always have the derived Kodaira–Spencer map

Rκ :T •yN [−1]→RΓ
(
Rf−1(y), T •

)
and Remark 2.8.4 applies to this situation as well.

(c) The loop space.Consider the particular case of (b), namelyM = {y} andf = iy being the
embedding. Using the topological analogy, it is natural to call the homotopy fiberRi−1

y (y) the
loop space ofN at y and denote itΩ(N,y). This dg-scheme has only oneK-point, still denoted
y (“the constant loop”). As for the tangent space at this point, we haveT •yΩ(N,y) = T •yN [−1]
and the derived Kodaira–Spencer map foriy is the identity.

By going slightly beyond the framework of this paper, we can make the analogy with the usual
loop space even more pronounced. Namely, consider theZ+-graded dg-algebraΛ[ξ], deg(ξ) = 1,
in other words,Λ[ξ] = H•(S1,K) is the topological cohomology of the usual circle. Let us
formally associate to this algebra the dg-schemeS = Spec(Λ[ξ]) (“dg-circle”). It has a unique
K-point which we denotee. Then we can identifyΩ(N,y) with the internal Hom in the category
of pointed dg-schemes

Ω(N,y) = Hom
(
(S, e), (N,y)

)
,

similarly to the usual definition of the loop space.
Further, the fact that the usual loop space is a group up to homotopy, has the following

analog, cf. [18]. LetΠ→ N be a smooth quasiisomorphic replacement ofiy :{y} → N , see
Example 2.7.9. Then we have a groupoidG in the category of dg-schemes with

ObG = Π∼ {pt}, MorG = Π×N Π∼Ω(N,y).

This group-like structure onΩ(N,y) provides still another explanation of the fact that its tangent
spaceT •yN [−1] is a homotopy Lie algebra.

3. A finite-dimensional model

3.1. The problem

Our goal in this paper is to construct, in the situation of (1.1), a dg-manifoldRSubh(F)
satisfying the conditions (0.3.1) and (0.3.2). In this section we consider a finite-dimensional
analog of this problem. Namely, letA be a finite-dimensional associative algebra,M a finite-
dimensional leftA-module andGA(k,M) theA-Grassmannian, see Section 1.3. We want to
construct a dg-manifoldRGA(k,M) with the properties;

π0RGA(k,M) =GA(k,M), HiT •[V ]RGA(k,M) = ExtiA(V,M/V ).(3.1.1)

As we will see later, the problem of constructing the derived Quot scheme can be reduced to this.
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3.2. Idea of construction

We first realizeGA(k,M) inside the (noncompact) smooth variety|Hom(A ⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ )| as
follows. The bundleHom(A ⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ ) has a canonical sections defined over the subscheme
GA(k,M). This section is given by theA-action A ⊗ V → V present on any submodule
V ⊂M . We embedGA(k,M) into |Hom(A ⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ )| as the graph of this section and will
constructRGA(k,M) so that its underlying ordinary manifold is|Hom(A ⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ )|. For this,
we will represent the embeddedGA(k,M) as the result of applying the following two abstract
constructions.

3.2.1. The space of actions
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space. Then we have the subschemeAct(A,V ) in the

affine spaceHomK(A⊗K V,V ) consisting of allA-actions (i.e., allA-module structures) onV .
Note that we do not identify here twoA-module structures which give isomorphic modules.

3.2.2. The linearity locus
Let S be a scheme, andM,N be two vector bundles overS with A-actions in fibers. In other

words,M,N areOS ⊗K A-modules which are locally free asOS-modules. Let alsof :M →N
be anOS-linear morphism. Its linearity locus is the subscheme

LinA(f) = {s∈ S | fs :Ms→Ns isA-linear}.

This is just the fiber product

LinA(f) S

f

|HomA⊗OS(M,N)| |HomOS(M,N)|

Let us apply the first construction to each fiberV of the bundleṼ onG(k,M). We get the
fibration

Act(A, Ṽ )
q−→G(k,M)

which is embedded into|Hom(A ⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ )|. By construction, the pullbackq∗Ṽ is a bundle of
A-modules. Let alsoM be the trivial bundle ofA-modules onAct(A, Ṽ ) with fiberM . Then,
we have the tautological morphismf : q∗Ṽ →M of vector bundles whose fiber over a point
([V ], α) ∈Act(A, Ṽ ) is just the embeddingV ↪→M .

PROPOSITION 3.2.3. –For this morphismf the schemeLinA(f)⊂Act(A, Ṽ ) coincides with
GA(k,M) embedded intoAct(A, Ṽ )⊂ |Hom(A⊗ Ṽ , Ṽ )|.

Proof. –Given a linear subspaceV ⊂M and anA-actionα :A⊗ V → V , the condition that
the embeddingV ↪→M beA-linear precisely means thatV is a submodule andα is the induced
action. ✷

Now the idea of constructingRGA(k,M) is to develop the derived analogs of the two
constructions 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and apply them to the situation just described.
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3.3. The derived space of actions

Let us first analyze in more detail the (non-derived) constructionAct(A,V ). It can be
defined for any (possibly infinite-dimensional) associative algebraA and a finite-dimensional
vector spaceV . In this case we can apply the conventions of (2.2.3)(b) to the complex
F = Hom(V,A ⊗ V ) and denote the affine scheme|F ∗| = SpecS(F ) by |Hom(A ⊗ V,V )|.
The schemeAct(A,V ) is the closed subscheme of|Hom(A ⊗ V,V )|, whose coordinate ring
is S(Hom(V,A⊗ V )) modulo the ideal expressing the associativity conditions. At the level of
K-points,µ :A⊗ V → V is an action if and only if the map

δµ :A⊗A⊗ V → V, a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ v �→ µ(a1a2 ⊗ v)− µ
(
a1 ⊗ µ(a2 ⊗ v)

)
,(3.3.1)

vanishes. In this caseTµAct(A,V ) is identified with the space of 1-cocycles in the bar-complex

HomK(V,V )→HomK(A⊗ V,V )→HomK(A⊗A⊗ V,V )→ · · ·(3.3.2)

calculatingExt•A(V,V ).

Remark3.3.3. – The reason that we get the space of 1-cocyles instead of the cohomology
which is a more invariant object is that we do not identify isomorphic module structures. If we
consider the quotient stack ofAct(A,V ) by GL(V ), then the tangent space to this stack at a
pointµ is a 2-term complex concentrated in degrees0,−1 and

HiT •µ
(
Act(A,V )/GL(V )

)
= Exti+1

A (V,V ), i= 0,−1.

Our aim in this subsection is to construct, for each finite-dimensionalA, a (smooth) dg-
manifoldRAct(A,V ) with π0 = Act(A,V ) and the tangent space at anyµ ∈Act(A,V ) having

HiT •µ RAct(A,V ) =
{
TµAct(A,V ), i= 0,

Exti+1
A (V,V ), i > 0.

(3.3.4)

The method of construction will be the standard approach of homological algebra, namely
using free associative resolutions ofA. This is similar to C. Rezk’s approach [20] to constructing
“homotopy” moduli spaces for actions of an operad. More precisely, we will construct for any,
possibly infinite-dimensionalA, an affine dg-schemeRAct(A,V ) whose coordinate algebra is
free commutative, and will show that fordim(A) <∞, we can choose a representative with
finitely many free generators in each degree, so that we have a dg-manifold.

Notice first that the construction ofAct(A,V ) in the beginning of this subsection can be
carried through for anyZ−-graded associative dg-algebra (withAi possibly infinite-dimensional)
and V a finite-dimensional vector space (which we think as being graded, of degree 0). As
in the ungraded case,Act(A,V ) is a closed dg-subscheme in|Hom(A ⊗ V,V )| given by the
ideal of associativity conditions, which is now a dg-ideal. The associationA �→ Act(A,V ) is
functorial: a morphism of dg-algebrasf :A1 → A2 gives rise to a morphism of dg-schemes
f∗ :Act(A2, V )→Act(A1, V ).

Next, assume thatA= F (E•) is a free associative (tensor) algebra without unit generated by
aZ−-graded vector spaceE•. Then, clearly, we have

Act
(
F (E•), V ) = |HomK(E• ⊗ V,V )|,(3.3.5)

as an action is uniquely defined by the action of generators, which can be arbitrary.
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Further, assume thatB is a Z−-graded associative dg-algebra which is quasifree, i.e., such
thatB# � F (E•) is free. Then, the graded schemeAct(B,V )# is, by the above, identified with
|HomK(E ⊗ V,V )|.

PROPOSITION 3.3.6. –If f :B1 → B2 is a quasiisomorphism of quasifree associativeZ−-
graded dg-algebras, thenf∗ :Act(B2, V )→Act(B1, V ) is a quasiisomorphism of dg-schemes.

We will prove this proposition a little later. Assuming it is true, we give the following
definition.

DEFINITION 3.3.7. – We defineRAct(A,V ) = Act(B,V ), whereB → A is any quasifree
resolution.

3.4. Reminder onA∞-structures

In what follows it will be convenient to use the language ofA∞-structures. This concept goes
back to J. Stasheff [23] for dg-algebras, but here we need the companion concepts for modules
(introduced by M. Markl [15]) and for morphisms of modules.

DEFINITION 3.4.1. – LetA be an associative dg-algebra. A leftA∞-module overA is a
graded vector spaceM together withK-multilinear maps

µn :A⊗n ⊗M →M, n� 0, deg(µn) = 1− n,

satisfying the conditions:
n∑
i=1

(−1)ā1+···+āi−1µn(a1, . . . , dai, . . . , an,m)

=
n−1∑
i=1

(−1)iµn−1(a1, . . . , aiai+1, . . . , an,m)

−
∑
p,q�0
p+q=n

(−1)q(ā1+···+āp)+p(q−1)+(p−1)qµp
(
a1, . . . , ap, µq(ap+1, . . . , an,m)

)
.

This implies, in particular, thatdM = µ0 satisfiesd2M = 0 andµ1 induces onH•dM
(M) a

structure of a graded leftH•(A)-module. A collection of mapsµn satisfying the conditions of
Definition 3.4.1 will be also referred to as anA∞-action ofA onM . AnA∞-action withµn = 0
for n� 2 is the same as a structure of a dg-module in the ordinary sense.

DEFINITION 3.4.2. – LetA be an associative dg-algebra,M be a leftA∞-module andN be
a genuine dg-module overA. An A∞-morphismf :M →N is a collection of linear maps

fn :A⊗n ⊗M →N, deg(fn) =−n,

satisfying the conditions:

dfn(a0, . . . , an,m)−
n∑
i=1

(−1)ifn(a1, . . . , dai, . . . , an,m)

=
n−1∑
i=0

(−1)ifn−1(a1, . . . , aiai+1, . . . , an,m)

+
n∑
p=0

(−1)p(n−p)fp
(
a0, . . . , ap, µp(ap+1, . . . , an,m)

)
.
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Again, the conditions imply thatf0 :M → N is a morphism of complexes and induces a
morphism of leftH•(A)-modulesH•(M)→H•(N).
A∞-structures have transparent interpretation via bar-resolutions. Let us start with

A∞-modules. Assume thatA is Z−-graded and consider the graded vector space

∞⊕
n=1

A⊗n[n− 1] = Tot{· · ·A⊗A⊗A; A⊗A; A},(3.4.3)

Here Tot means theZ−-graded vector space associated to aZ− ×Z−-graded one. LetD(A) be
the free associative algebra without unit on this graded vector space. The multiplication operation
inD(A) will be denoted by∗. We introduce a differentiald= d′+ d′′ onD(A) whered′ comes
from the tensor product differential on theA⊗m andd′′ is defined on generators by

d′′(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) =
n−1∑
i=0

(−1)ia0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an

−
n−1∑
i=0

(−1)i(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai) ∗ (ai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an).(3.4.4)

PROPOSITION 3.4.5. – (a)The differentiald satisfiesd2 = 0.
(b) The projectionD(A)→ F (A) m→A, wherem is the multiplication inA, is a quasiisomor-

phism.

Proof. –Well known:D(A) is the bar-construction of the cobar-construction ofA, see [8, II
§3] for (a) and [8, Thm. II.4.4] for (b). ✷

ThusD(A) is a quasifree resolution ofA. By comparing (3.4.4) with Definition 3.4.1, we find
at once (cf. [15]).

PROPOSITION 3.4.6. –AnA∞-action ofA onM is the same as a genuine action(structure
of a dg-module) ofD(A) onM .

Similarly, letM be a leftA∞-module overA. We consider the graded vector space

BarA(M) =
∞⊕
n=1

A⊗n ⊗M [n− 1] = Tot{· · ·→A⊗K A⊗K ⊗M →A⊗KM},(3.4.7)

cf. (2.4.4). It has a natural structure of a free leftA#-module. We equip it with the differential

d(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗m) =
n∑
i=0

(−1)i−1a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dai ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗m

+
n−1∑
i=0

(−1)ia0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aiai+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗m

+
n∑
p=0

(−1)p(n−p)a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap ⊗ µn−p(ap+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗m).(3.4.8)

The following is straightforward.

PROPOSITION 3.4.9. – (a)The differentiald satisfiesd2 = 0 and makesBarA(M) into a left
dg-module overA.
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(b) The projectionBarA(M)→M which onA⊗n⊗M is given byµn, is a quasiisomorphism.
(c) LetN be any genuine dg-module overA. Then anA∞-morphismM →N is the same as

a morphism of dg-modulesBarA(M)→N .

3.5. A model forRAct classifyingA∞-actions

LetA be aZ−-graded associative dg-algebra andV be an ungraded finite-dimensional vector
space. We set

R̃Act(A,V ) = Act
(
D(A), V

)
.(3.5.1)

So it is a model forRAct(A,V ), defined via the particular quasifree resolutionD(A) of
A. We postpone till Section 3.6 the discussion of other resolutions and concentrate on this
model. By construction, the affine dg-schemeR̃Act(A,V ) is the classifier ofA∞-actions. Its
coordinate ringK[R̃Act(A,V )] is thefreegraded commutative algebra on the matrix elements
of indeterminatelinear operatorsµn :A⊗n ⊗ V → V while the differential is chosen so as to
enforce Definition 3.4.1. In other words, we have:

PROPOSITION 3.5.2. –For any commutative dg-algebraΛ the set

Homdg−Alg

(
K[R̃Act(A,V )],Λ

)
is naturally identified with the set ofΛ-(multi)linearA∞-actions ofA⊗K Λ onV ⊗K Λ.

Notice that ifA has all its graded components finite-dimensional, then so doesK[R̃Act(A,V )]
and thereforẽRAct(A,V ) is a dg-manifold.

We now describe a version of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences for the functor
A �→K[R̃Act(A,V )].

PROPOSITION 3.5.3. –For anyZ−-graded associative dg-algebraA we have natural conver-
gent spectral sequences

(a) E1 =H•K
[
R̃Act(A•#, V )

]
=⇒ H•K

[
R̃Act(A,V )

]
;

(b) E2 =H•K
[
R̃Act(H•(A), V )

]
=⇒ H•K

[
R̃Act(A,V )

]
.

Proof. –Let us construct the sequence (b), the first one being similar. As a vector space,

K[R̃Act(A,V )] = S

( ∞⊕
n=1

Hom
(
V,A⊗n ⊗ V

))

and its grading comes from a natural bigrading of which the first component is induced by the
grading inA while the other one is the grading in the symmetric algebra induced by the grading
of the generatorsdegHom(V,A⊗n ⊗ V ) = 1− n. Similarly, the differentiald is a sumd′ + d′′

whered′, of bidegree(1,0), is induced by the differential inA andd′′, of bidegree(0,1), is
induced by the algebra structure inA (i.e.,d′′ is the differential inK[R̃Act(A•#, V )]). Thus we
have a double complex. Now, since taking cohomology commutes with tensor products overK,
we find that

H•d′K
[
R̃Act(A,V )

]
�K

[
R̃Act(H•(A), V )

]
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as complexes, if we take the differential on the right to be induced byd′′. So our statement
follows from the standard spectral sequence of a double complex, which converges as the double
complex isZ− ×Z−-graded. ✷

PROPOSITION 3.5.4. –SupposeA is concentrated in degree0. Then: (a) We have
π0R̃Act(A,V ) = Act(A,V ).

(b) For anyµ ∈Act(A,V ) the spacesHiT •µR̃Act(A,V ) are given by(3.3.4).

Proof. –(a) The underlying ordinary scheme ofR̃Act(A,V ) is the affine space

|HomK(A⊗ V,V )|.

The ideal of the subschemeπ0 is the image underd of the (−1)st graded component
of the coordinate ring. The space of generators of the coordinate ring in degree(−1) is
HomK(V,A ⊗ A ⊗ V ) and the ideal in question is exactly given by the associativity condi-
tions (3.3.1).

(b) A direct inspection shows that we have an identification of complexes

T •µ R̃Act(A,V ) = HomA

(
Bar�−1

A (V ), V
)
[1],(3.5.5)

so our statement follows from the fact thatBarA(M), being a free resolution, can be used to
calculate the Ext’s. ✷
3.6. M-homotopies

To prove Proposition 3.3.6, we need a particular nonlinear generalization of the principle
(well known in the usual homological algebra) that any two free resolutions of a module are
homotopy equivalent. In order for such a statement to be useful, it needs to employ a concept
of homotopy which is preserved under functorial constructions on algebras. The usual notion of
chain homotopy of morphisms of complexes is preserved only under additive functors and so is
not good for our purposes. A better concept of homotopy in the nonlinear context, which we now
describe, goes back to Quillen [18, Ch. 1, Def. 4] cf. also [1, §6], [13, Ch. II, §1].

Let A,B be associative dg-algebras overK and let(ft :A→ B)t∈[0,1] be a smooth family
of dg-homomorphisms parametrized by the unit interval inR. Then, for eacht, the derivative
f ′t = d

dtft, satisfies

f ′t(ab) = ft(a)f ′t(b) + f ′t(a)ft(b)

i.e., it is a degree 0 derivationA→ B with respect to theA-bimodule structure onB given by
ft. Also,f ′t commutes with the differentials inA andB, i.e., [d, f ′t] = 0.

DEFINITION 3.6.1. – An M-homotopy (M for multiplicative) is a pair(ft, st)t∈[0,1] where
(ft) is as above andst :A→B[−1] is a smooth family of degree(−1) derivations (with respect
to the bimodule structures given by theft) such thatf ′t = [d, st].

PROPOSITION 3.6.2. –For an M-homotopy,f0 andf1 induce the same morphismH(A)→
H(B).

Proof. –Clear, asf ′t, being homotopic to 0 in the usual sense of cochain complexes, induces
0 on the homology. ✷

Remark3.6.3. – A polynomial M-homotopy is the same as a morphism of dg-algebras

A→B ⊗K

(
K[t, ε], deg t= 0, deg(ε) = +1, dt= ε

)
.
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The dg-algebraK[t, ε] on the right isZ+-graded, so it is formally outside the framework of this
paper. Nevertheless, it is quasiisomorphic toK, so from a wider derived-categorical point of view
anM -homotopy should be thought of as representing one morphismA→B.

The following construction was presented by M. Kontsevich in his course on deformation
theory (Berkeley 1994).

PROPOSITION 3.6.4. –LetB,C beZ−-graded dg-algebras such thatB is quasifree andC is
acyclic in degrees< 0. Let f0, f1 :B→ C be two morphisms of dg-algebras inducing the same
morphismH0(B)→H0(C). Then there exists a polynomialM -homotopy betweenf0 andf1.

Proof. –AsB is quasifree, let us writeB# = F (E•), for someZ−-graded vector spaceE• of
generators. A morphismg :B→ C is uniquely defined by its restriction on the generators which
furnishes a family of linear mapsg(i) :E−i→ C−i. Conversely, any choice of such maps which
is compatible with the differentials, defines a homomorphism. Similarly, a derivationσ :B→C
(with respect to the bimodule structure onC given byg), is uniquely described by its restriction
on generators which gives linear mapsσ(i) :E−i→C−i−1.

We now construct a family of homomorphisms(ft) :B → C, interpolating betweenf0, f1
inductively, by constructing successively thef (i)

t , i= 0,1, . . . . To start, we definef (0)
t by linear

interpolation:f (0)
t (e) = (1− t)f0(e) + tf1(e), e ∈ E0. At this stage the compatibility with the

differential does not yet arise. By construction, the images off
(0)
t (e) in H0(C) are independent

ont and therefore(d/dt)f (0)
t (e) takes values inIm{d :C−1→C0}. So we can find a polynomial

family of mapss(0)t :E0
1 → C−1 such that(d/dt)f (0)

t (e) = ds(0)t (e). To continue, we need to

definef (1)
t :E−1→ C−1 in such a way that

df
(1)
t (e) = f (0)

t (de).(3.6.5)

But f (0)
t (de), being a linear interpolation betweenf0(de) = df0(e) andf1(de) = df1(e), lies,

for any t, in the image ofd. Therefore we can choose a polynomial family(f (1)
t ) interpolating

betweenf (1)
0 andf (1)

1 and satisfying (3.6.5). Next, fore ∈E−1, we have

d

(
d

dt
f

(1)
t (e)− s(0)t (de)

)
= d
(
d

dt
f

(0)
t (de)

)
− d
(
s
(0)
t (de)

)
= d
(
s
(0)
t (de)

)
− d
(
s
(0)
t (de)

)
= 0

and becauseB2 is acyclic in degrees� −1, we can find a polynomial family of linear maps
(s(1)t :E−1

1 →B−2
2 ) such that

d
(
s
(1)
t (e)

)
=
d

dt
f

(1)
t (e)− s(0)t (de)

which is the first in the series of conditions defining an M-homotopy. We then continue in this
way, defining successively thef (i)

t and s(i)t on E−i and extending them to homomorphisms
(resp. derivations) on the subalgebra generated byE−i, . . . ,E0. This furnishes the required
M-homotopy. ✷

Let nowA = F (E•) be the free associative algebra on theZ−-graded vector spaceE• (no
differential). Then the quasiisomorphismα :D(A)→A described in Proposition 3.4.5(b), has a
natural right inverseβ :A→D(A), so thatαβ = IdA. More precisely,β is defined on the space
of generatorsE ⊂A to identify it with the natural copy ofE insideA⊂ F (A)⊂D(A) and then
extended to the entireA becauseA is free. Thusβ is also a quasiisomorphism.
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PROPOSITION 3.6.6. –The compositionβα :D(A)→ D(A) is M-homotopic to the identity
ofD(A).

Proof. –If E• is in degree 0, then so isA and thus we can apply Proposition 3.6.4 to
B = C = D(A). If E• is not concentrated in degree 0, then we notice thatD(A) in fact
comes from aZ− × Z−-graded dg-algebra and that we can mimic all the steps in the proof
of Proposition 3.6.4, using induction in the second component of the bidegree.✷
3.7. Proof of Proposition 3.3.6

Proposition 3.6.6 implies the following.

COROLLARY 3.7.1. –If A = F (E•) is free with trivial differential, thenR̃Act(A,V ) is
quasiisomorphic toAct(A,V ) = |HomK(E• ⊗ V,V )|.

Proof. –As we pointed out before, the correspondenceA �→ Act(A,V ) is contravariantly
functorial inA; equivalently,K[Act(A,V )] depends onA in a covariant way. Thus the mapsα,β
betweenA andD(A) induce morphisms of commutative dg-algebrasα∗, β∗ from K[Act(A,V )]
to K[Act(D(A), V )] = K[R̃Act(A,V )] and back, withα∗β∗ = Id. Further, the polynomial
M-homotopy betweenβα and Id, constructed in Proposition 3.6.6, is also inherited, because
of Remark 3.6.3, in functorial constructions such as passing toK[Act(−, V )]. This proves the
statement. ✷

PROPOSITION 3.7.2. –If B
p→ A is any quasifree associative dg-resolution, then

K[Act(B,V )] is naturally quasiisomorphic toK[R̃Act(A,V )] and therefore it is independent,
up to a quasiisomorphism, of the choice ofB.

Proof. –By Corollary 3.6.5,K[Act(B#, V )] is quasiisomorphic toK[R̃Act(B#, V )], the
quasiisomorphism being induced by the mapα. Proposition 3.5.3(a) implies then that the map

K
[
Act(B,V )

]
→K

[
R̃Act(B,V )

]
is also a quasiisomorphism as it induces an isomorphism of the first terms of the spectral
sequences described in Proposition 3.5.3(a). Further, the spectral sequence (Proposition 3.5.3(b)
shows that the morphism

p∗ :K
[
R̃Act(B,V )

]
→K

[
R̃Act(A,V )

]
is a quasiisomorphism. This proves our statement.✷

Thus we have established Proposition 3.3.6.

3.8. The derived linearity locus

Let S be aZ−-graded dg-scheme andA be aZ−-graded associative dg-algebra. LetM,N be
two quasicoherent dg-sheaves onS such thatM#,N# are locally free overOS# . We assume
that the generators ofM# are in degrees� 0 and those ofN# are in degrees� 0. Suppose that
M,N are made into dg-modules overA⊗KOS and we have a morphismf :M →N ofOS-dg-
modules (but not necessarily ofA ⊗K OS-dg-modules). According to the general approach of
homological algebra, we define the derived linearity locusRLinA(f) as the derived fiber product
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in Section 2.8

RLinA(f) S

f

|RHomA⊗OS(M,N)|
|ρ|

|HomOS(M,N)|.

(3.8.1)

HereRHomA⊗OS (M,N) =HomA⊗OS (P,N), whereP →M is a resolution by a dg-module
such that:

(1) P is Z−-graded andP# is locally (on the Zariski topology ofS) projective over
A# ⊗OS# .
If, in addition, we have a stronger condition, namely:

(2) The morphismρ is a termwise surjective morphism of cochain complexes,
then the derived fiber product coincides with the usual fiber product, as the morphism|ρ| is flat.

One example of a resolution satisfying (1) and (2) above is the bar-resolutionBarA(M)→M ,
see (3.4.7) (we considerM as anA∞-module withµi = 0, i � 2). The following is then a
standard application of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequences for the derived Hom and tensor
product of dg-modules.

PROPOSITION 3.8.2. –The derived linearity locus is independent, up to a quasiisomorphism,
on the choice ofP satisfying(1) and(2).

We denote by

R̃LinA(f) =
∣∣Hom•A⊗OS

(BarA(M),N)
∣∣×|HomOS

(M,N)| S(3.8.3)

the particular model for RLin obtained by using the bar-resolution (we considerM as an
A∞-module withµi = 0, i � 2). Let us note some additional properties of this model. First,
it can be applied in a more general situation. Namely, letA andN be as before, but assume that
M is only anA∞-module overA. In this case, asBarA(M) makes sense, we definẽRLinA(f)
by (3.8.3). Notice that while we can view anA∞-morphismf :M → N as a morphism of
D(A)-dg-modules, (still denotedf ), theA∞-versionR̃LinA(f) is much more economical in
size than any of the models forRLinD(A)(f) given by (3.8.1) and Proposition 3.8.2, especially

thanR̃LinD(A)(f).

PROPOSITION 3.8.4. –R̃LinA(f) is the complex of vector bundles onS

Cone
{
OS

δf−→HomOS

(
BarA(M),N

)}
[1]

considered as a dg-scheme. Hereδf ∈HomOS (A⊗M,N) takesa⊗m �→ f(a⊗m)− af(m).

As with R̃Act, the construction of̃RLin can be interpreted viaA∞-structures.

PROPOSITION 3.8.5. – (a)The natural morphismp : R̃LinA(f) → S is smooth and the
induced morphismp∗f :p∗M → p∗N is anA∞-morphism of dg-modules overA⊗O

R̃LinA(f)
.

(b) For any commutative dg-algebraΛ the setHomdg-Sch(Spec(Λ), R̃LinA(f)) is identified
with the set of data(g, h1, h2, . . .) whereg : Spec(Λ)→ S is a morphism of dg-schemes and
hn :A⊗n ⊗K g

∗M → g∗N are such that(g∗f,h1, h2, . . .) is anA∞-morphismg∗M → g∗N .

Informally, R̃LinA(f) is obtained by adding toOS new free generators which are matrix
elements of interdeterminate higher homotopieshi :A⊗i ⊗M → N, i � 1 and arranging the
differential there so as to satisfy Definition 3.4.2.
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3.9. The derivedA-Grassmannian

We place ourselves in the situation of the beginning of this section. SoA is a finite-dimensional
K-algebra andM a finite-dimensionalA-module. By applying the construction of the derived
space of actions to any fiber of the tautological bundleṼ on G(k,M), we get a dg-scheme
RAct(A, Ṽ )

q→G(k,M). If we take a quasifree resolutionB→A with finitely many generators
in each degree, thenRAct(A, Ṽ ) will be a dg-manifold. For example, the modelR̃Act(A, Ṽ )
obtained via the bar-resolutionD(A), satisfies this property. Thusq∗Ṽ is a dg-module overB.

DEFINITION 3.9.1. – The derivedA-GrassmannianRGA(k,M) is defined as the derived lin-
earity locusRLinB(f), wheref : q∗Ṽ →M is the tautological morphism from Proposition 3.2.3.

A smaller model can be obtained by takingB =D(A), viewing a dg-module overD(A) as an
A∞-module overA and applying the construction of the derived linearity locus forA∞-modules
described in Section 3.8. This model is a dg-manifold.

THEOREM 3.9.2. – (a)We haveπ0RGA(k,M) =GA(k,M).
(b) For anyA-submoduleV ⊂M with dimK(M) = k, we have

HiT •[V ]RGA(k,M) = ExtiA(V,M/V ).

Proof. –(a) follows from similar properties of RAct, RLin (Propositions 3.5.4 and 3.8.4). To
see (b), notice that we have an identification in the derived category:

RHomA(V,M/V )∼Cone
{
RHomA(V,V )→RHomA(V,M)

}
[1].

To be specific, we will consider the model forRGA obtained by using̃RAct and theA∞-version
of R̃Lin. Then, denotingµ :A⊗V → V the inducedA-action on the submoduleV , we have, by
Proposition 3.8.4, an identification of complexes

T •[V ]RGA(k,M)

= Cone
{
T •([V ],µ)R̃Act(A, Ṽ )→ T •([V ],µ)

∣∣HomO
R̃Act(A,Ṽ )

(
BarA(q∗Ṽ ),M

)∣∣}.
The dg-schemẽRAct(A, Ṽ ) is a fibration overG(k,M), and∣∣HomO

R̃Act(A,Ṽ )

(
BarA(q∗Ṽ ),M

)∣∣
is a fibration over̃RAct(A, Ṽ ) so is also a fibration overG(k,M). The tangent bundle of each
of these fibrations fits into a short exact sequence involving the relative tangent bundle and the
pullback ofTG(k,M). Let us write the corresponding exact sequences for fibers of the tangent
bundles. Using Propositions 3.5.4 and 3.8.4, we can write them as follows:

0→HomA

(
Bar�−1

A (V ), V
)
→ T •([V ],µ)R̃Act(A, Ṽ )→ T[V ]G(k,M)→ 0,

0→HomA

(
BarA(V ),M

)
→ T •([V ],µ)

∣∣HomO
R̃Act(A,Ṽ )

(
BarA(q∗Ṽ ),M

)∣∣
→ T[V ]G(k,M)→ 0.
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This means that in the cone the two copies ofT[V ]G(k,M) → 0 will cancel out, up to
quasiisomorphism, and we conclude that

T[V ]RGA(k,M) = Cone
{
HomA

(
Bar�−1

A (V ), V
)
→HomA

(
BarA(V ),M

)}
[1],

whence the statement.✷
Remarks3.9.3. – (a) Instead of working with the module structures on the fibers of the

universal subbundlẽV onG(k,M), we could equally well work with module structures on the
fibers of the universal quotient bundleM/Ṽ and modify the approach of Section 3.2 accordingly.

(b) TakingM =A, setJ (k,A) =GA(k,A) (the scheme of ideals inA of dimensionk). When
A is commutative, there is a derived analogRJ (k,A) of J (k,A) different fromRGA(k,A)
and whose construction will be described in detail in [2]. The approach is based on realizing
J (k,A) via two constructions similar but not identical to those described in Section 3.2. The
first one is the spaceC(W )⊂Hom(S2W,W ) of all commutative algebra structures on a finite-
dimensional vector spaceW . Applying this to fibers of the bundleA/Ṽ onG(k,A), we get a
fibration q :C(A/Ṽ )→ G(k,V ) and a vector bundle morphismg :A→ q∗(A/Ṽ ) on C(A/Ṽ ).
Fibers of both these bundles are commutative algebras andJ (k,A) is thehomomorphicity locus
of g, i.e., the subscheme of points of the base such that the corresponding morphism of the
fibers is an algebra homomorphism. The dg-manifoldRJ (k,A) is obtained by taking the derived
versions of these steps. It will be used in constructing the derived Hilbert scheme mentioned in
Section 0.4.

4. Derived Quot schemes

In this section we will apply the construction ofRGA(k,M) of Section 3 to the case
of interest in geometry, whenA =

⊕
i�0H

0(X,OX(i)) for a projective schemeX and
M =

⊕q
i=pH

0(X,F(i)) for a coherent sheafF onX . In this situation all objects acquire extra
grading and to avoid confusion, we sharpen our terminology.

4.1. Conventions on grading

We will consider bigraded vector spacesV = V •• =
⊕

p,q V
p
q . The lower grading will be called

projectiveand the upper one,cohomological. By a bigraded complex we mean a bigraded vector
space with a differentiald having degree 1 in the upper grading and 0 in the lower one. Tensor
productsV •• ⊗W •• of bigraded complexes are defined in the usual way and the symmetry map
V •• ⊗W •• →W •• ⊗ V •• is defined by the Koszul sign rule involving only the upper grading. The
concepts of a bigraded (commutative) dg-algebra, bigradedA∞- algebra etc. will be understood
accordingly, with only the upper grading contributing to the sign factors.

Given a (lower) graded associative algebraA=
⊕
Ai and its left graded modulesM =

⊕
Mi,

N =
⊕
Ni we define theExti,0A (M,N) to be the derived functors ofHom0

A(M,N), i.e., of the
Hom functor in the category of graded modules.

4.2. DerivedA-Grassmannian in the graded case

Let A =
⊕

i�0Ai be a graded associative algebra withA0 = K and dim(Ai) < ∞ for
all i. Let M =

⊕
Mi be a finite-dimensional gradedA-module; thus there arep � q such

that Mi = 0 unlessi ∈ [p, q]. If k = (ki) is a sequence of nonnegative integers, we have
introduced in Section 1.3 the gradedA-GrassmannianGA(k,M). The construction of the derived
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A-GrassmannianRGA(k,M) in Section 3, can be repeated without changes in the graded case,
if we consider everywhere only morphisms of degree 0 with respect to the lower grading and
replace the functor Hom withHom0.

THEOREM 4.2.1. –Up to quasiisomorphism, the graded version of the derived
A-Grassmannian is a dg-manifold satisfying the conditions:

π0RGA(k,M) =GA(k,M), HiT[V ]RGA(k,M) = Exti,0A (V,M/V ).

Proof. –The only issue that needs to be addressed is the existence of a model forRGA(k,M)
which is of finite type, asA is now infinite-dimensional overK. More precisely, we need to show
that the particular models̃RAct(A,V ) andR̃LinA(f) are of finite type in the bigraded context
as well (then they will be dg-manifolds by construction).

To see this, recall that̃RAct(A,V ) is the affine dg-scheme whose coordinate algebra
K[R̃Act(A,V )] is the free (upper) graded commutative algebra on the matrix elements of
indeterminate linear mapsA⊗n ⊗ V → V of degree 0 with respect to the lower grading. Since
V (a graded subspace ofM ) is concentrated in only finitely many degrees (fromp to q), and
since we can disregardA0 = K, there are only finitely many possibilities for nonzero maps
Ai1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ain ⊗ Vj → Vi1+···+in+j , iν > 0, p � j � q. Each such possibility gives a finite-
dimensional space of maps. This implies that each (upper) graded component ofK[R̃Act(A,V )]
is finite-dimensional, sõRAct(A,V ) is a dg-manifold. Proposition 3.5.4 now holds in the graded
context, with Hom and Ext replaced everywhere byHom0 andExt0.

Further, if we use the same convention in Section 3.8, we get that the graded versionR̃Lin is
also a dg-manifold. The theorem is proved.✷
4.3. The derived Quot scheme

Let nowX ⊂ Pn be asmoothprojective variety,F a coherent sheaf onX and h ∈ Q[t]
a polynomial. LetA be the graded coordinate algebra ofX andM the gradedA-module
corresponding toF , see Section 1.2.

DEFINITION 4.3.1. – The derived Quot scheme is defined as

RSubh(F) :=RGA(h,M[p,q]) for 0� p� q.

Here RGA(h,M[p,q]) is the graded version of the derived Grassmannian constructed in
Section 4.2.

The well-definedness ofRSubh(F) up to isomorphism in the derived categoryDSch is part
(a) of the following theorem which is the main result of this paper.

THEOREM 4.3.2. – (a)For 0� p� p′� q′� q the natural projection

RGA(h,M[p,q])→RGA(h,M[p′,q′])

is a quasiisomorphism of dg-manifolds.
(b) π0RSubh(F) = Subh(F).
(c) If K⊂F has Hilbert polynomialh, then

HiT •[K]RSubh(F)� ExtiOX
(K,F/K), i� 0.
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Proof. –Part (b) follows from Theorems 1.4.1 and 4.2.1. Part (a) would follow from (b), (c)
in virtue of the “Whitehead theorem” 2.5.9. More precisely, we need to apply (c) to the dg-
schemeRSubh(F) ⊗ F for any field extensionF of K. This scheme is just theRSub scheme
corresponding to the sheafF ⊗ F on the schemeX ⊗ F. So we concentrate on (c) and start with
the following.

PROPOSITION 4.3.3. – (a)If F ,G are coherent sheaves onX with corresponding graded
A-modulesM = Mod(F) andN = Mod(G) respectively, then

ExtiOX
(F ,G) = lim

p→
Exti,0A (M�p,N�p),

and the limit is achieved.
(b) There exists an integerp such that

ExtiOX
(K,F/K) = Exti,0A (W�p,M�p/W�p), W = Mod(K),

for all subsheavesK ofF representingK-points ofSubh(F), whereW is the gradedA-module
corresponding toK andM is the gradedA-module corresponding toF .

Proof. –Part (a) follows from Serre’s Theorem 1.2.2; part (b) follows from (a), from
semicontinuity of the rank of a matrix and from the fact thatSubh(F) is a scheme of finite
type. ✷

We now continue the proof of Theorem 4.3.2(c). SinceX is smooth,Exti,0A (= 0 for only
finitely manyi’s. In view of Proposition 4.3.3 we are reduced to

PROPOSITION 4.3.4. –LetM ,N , be any finitely generated gradedA-modules. Then for any
fixedi there exists an integerq0 such that

Exti,0A (M,N) = Exti,0A (M�q,N�q)

for all q � q0. Moreover, ifMs andNs vary in a family parametrized by a projective schemeS,
thenq0 can be chosen independent ons ∈ S.

Proof. –Assume first thatM is free, i.e.M =A⊗K E•, with E• a finite dimensional graded
K-vector space. Ifi= 0, we have obviously

Hom0
A(M�q,N�q) = Hom0

A(M,N) = Hom0
K(E•,N)(4.3.5)

wheneverq exceeds the maximum of the degrees of the nonzero graded components ofE•.
Next we claim that (forM free)

Exti,0A (M�q,N�q) = 0, for all i > 0, all q � 0 and anyN.(4.3.6)

Indeed, the short exact sequence

0−→M�q+1 −→M −→M�q −→ 0

induces (fori > 0) an exact sequence

Exti−1,0
A (M�q+1,N�q)−→ Exti,0A (M�q,N�q)−→ Exti,0A (M,N�q).

But the last term in the above sequence vanishes, sinceM is free. Hence (4.3.6) follows from:
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LEMMA 4.3.7. –For any gradedA-modulesM andN and all i� 0, we have

Exti,0A (M�q+1,N�q) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 4.3.7. –For i = 0 the statement is obvious, asM�q+1 and N�q have
nontrivial graded components only in disjoint ranges of degrees. Fori > 0, the groups
Exti,0A (M�q+1,N�q) are calculated as the cohomology of the complexHom0

A(P •,N�q), where
P • is a free homogeneous resolution ofM�q+1. This resolution can be chosen such that
eachP j is concentrated in degrees (with respect to the lower grading) at leastq + 1, so
Hom0

A(P j ,N�q) = 0 for all j and the lemma follows. ✷
Proposition 4.3.4 is therefore true forM free. IfM is now arbitrary, let

F • =
{
· · · −→ F−1 −→ F 0

}
−→M

be a free resolution withF−j =A⊗K E
−j
• and eachE−j• a finite dimensional graded (by lower

grading) vector space. The truncationF •�q is then a resolution ofM�q, but it is not free anymore.

However, by (4.3.6) and the “abstract De Rham theorem”Exti,0A (M�q,N�q) is still calculated
by the cohomology of the complexHom0

A(F •�q,N�q). By (4.3.5), for some fixedi, the firsti+1
terms of this complex will be the same as the firsti+ 1 terms ofHom0

A(F •,N) wheneverq �
maximum of the degrees of the nonzero graded components of allE−j , 0 � j � i+ 1. Hence

Extj,0A (M,N) = Extj,0A (M�q,N�q)

for all j � i. Finally, notice that the above proof also shows the existence of a lower bound for
q0 in a family of modules parametrized by any projective schemeS. Such a family of modules is
just a gradedA⊗KOS-moduleM with graded components being locally free of finite rank over
OS . BecauseS is projective, we can find a resolution ofM by A ⊗OS-modules of the form
F j =A⊗Ej• whereEj• is a graded vector bundle onS such that

⊕
p E ip has finite rank, and then

the above arguments apply word by word.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.3.4 and of Theorem 4.3.2.✷
Remark4.3.8. – If an algebraic groupG acts onF by automorphisms, then we have

an induced action onSubh(F). The above construction ofRSubh(F) via the derived
A-Grassmannian and the model for the latter via the bar-resolution (Theorem 4.2.1)) immediately
imply that G acts onRSubh(F) by automorphisms of dg-manifolds. A case particularly
important for constructing the derived moduli stack of vector bundles onX isF =OX(−N)⊕r,
N,r� 0 andG = GLr. TheG-action on an appropriate open part ofRSub gives rise to a
groupoid in the category of dg-manifolds, and such groupoids provide, asN,r→∞, more and
more representative charts for the moduli (dg-)stack. The exact way of gluing such charts (by
quasiisomorphisms) into a global dg-stack requires a separate treatment.

4.4. Independence ofRSub(F) on the projective embedding

Clearly, the concept of the Hilbert polynomial of a coherent sheaf onX depends on the
choice of a very ample line bundleL (the pullback ofO(1) under the projective embedding).
Accordingly, the schemeSubh(F) (see Theorem 1.1.1) depends on the choice ofL. To
emphasize this dependence, let us denote itSubLh (F). It is well known, however, that the union

Sub(F) =
∐

h∈Q[t]

SubLh (F)
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depends onX andF but not onL, as it parametrizes subsheaves inF with flat quotients. The
analog of this classical statement is the following fact.

THEOREM 4.4.1. –Let L1,L2 be two very ample line bundles onX . Then we have an
isomorphism ∐

h∈Q[t]

RSubL1
h (F)∼

∐
k∈Q[t]

RSubL2
k (F)

in the derived category of dg-schemes(of infinite type).

Thus we have a well defined, up to quasiisomorphism, dg-scheme which we can denote
RSub(F).

Proof. –We begin with the following simple general fact. LetX be a dg-manifold and
let Z be a connected component ofπ0(X). Choose an open subschemeY 0 ⊂ X0 such that
Y 0 ∩ π0(X) = Z and setO•Y = O•X |Y 0 . ThenY is a dg-manifold. Moreover, if we haveY1

andY2 as above, then they are quasiisomorphic toY1 ∩ Y2. The discussion above implies the
following.

PROPOSITION 4.4.2. –X is quasiisomorphic to a dg-manifold which is a disjoint union of
open submanifolds, each of them containing exactly one connected component ofπ0(X).

To continue the proof of Theorem 4.4.1, put

A :=
⊕
m�0

H0
(
X,L⊗m1

)
, B :=

⊕
n�0

H0
(
X,L⊗n2

)
, C :=

⊕
m,n�0

H0
(
X,L⊗m1 ⊗L⊗n2

)
,

and

M :=
⊕
m∈Z

H0
(
X,F ⊗L⊗m1

)
, N :=

⊕
n∈Z

H0
(
X,F ⊗L⊗n2

)
,

P :=
⊕
m,n∈Z

H0
(
X,F ⊗L⊗m1 ⊗L⊗n2

)
.

ThusC is a bigraded algebra andP is a bigradedC-module. Finite-dimensional truncations of
P will be denoted by

P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)] =
⊕

p1�m�q1,p2�n�q2
H0
(
X,F ⊗L⊗m1 ⊗L⊗n2

)
.

The choice ofL1,L2 allows one to associate to any coherent sheafG on X its Hilbert
polynomialHG(t, s) depending on two variables:

HG(t, s) = dimH0
(
X,G ⊗L⊗m1 ⊗L⊗n2

)
form,n� 0.

Let H be a polynomial inQ[s, t] and let SubH(F) be the part of theQuot scheme
parametrizing subsheavesK ⊂ F with HK = H. We have then the bigraded versions of the
ordinary and of theC-Grassmannian:

GC(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)])⊂G(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)]),

and the following bigraded version of Theorem 1.4.1:
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PROPOSITION 4.4.3. –For 0� p1 +p2� q1 + q2, the image of the Grothendieck embedding
SubH(F) ↪→G(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)]) isGC(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)]).

The derivedC-GrassmannianRGC(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)]) is defined as in Section 3. It is a
dg-manifold (up to quasiisomorphism), and we again set

RSubH(F) =RGC(H, P[(p1,p2),(q1,q2)]).

Let nowK be a subsheaf ofF with HK = H. and letZ be the connected component of
Sub(F) containing[K]. Seth(s) = H(s,0) andk(t) = H(0, t). Let Y1 (respectivelyY2) be the
component ofRSubh(F) (respectivelyRSubk(F)) containingZ in the decomposition given by
Proposition 4.4.2.

PROPOSITION 4.4.4. –Y1 andY2 are quasiisomorphic.

Proof. –Via the obvious embeddingsA ↪→ C andB ↪→ C, anyC-module has alsoA- and
B-module structures. This gives maps

RGC(H, P[(p1,0),(q1,0)])
)1−→RGA(h,M[p1,q1]),

RGC(H, P[(0,p2),(0,q2)])
)2−→RGB(k,N[p2,q2]).

By an obvious bigraded version of Theorem 4.3.2(a),RGC(H, P[(p1,0),(q1,0)]) and
RGC(H, P[(0,p2),(0,q2)]) are quasiisomorphic.

In general, the mapsA1 and A2 induce at the level ofπ0 maps which are 1–1, but not
surjections, since the decomposition ofSub(F) indexed by polynomials in two variables is
finer than the one indexed by polynomials in one variable. Using (4.4.2), we can replace
RGC(H, P[(p1,0),(q1,0)]) andRGC(H, P[(0,p2),(0,q2)]) by quasiisomorphic dg-schemes in which
the connected components ofπ0 are “separated”. LetZ1 and Z2 be the (quasiisomorphic)
respective components that contain[K]. By shrinkingZ1 andZ2 if necessary, we get induced
maps Ai :Zi −→ Yi, i = 1,2. The “Whitehead Theorem” 2.5.9 implies now thatAi are
quasiisomorphisms. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.✷
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